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himself with other folk, but employs his skill in order to 
maintain his own health. One of the moderns has said: 

/ Al-faqr 'adam"" bild wltjl'td''', "Poverty is not-being without 
existence." To interpret this saying is impossible, because 
what is non-existent does not admit of being explained. On 
the surface it would seem that, according to this dictum, poverty 
is nothing, but such is not the case; the explanations and 
consensus of the Saints of God are not founded on a principle 
that is essentially non-existent. Tbe meaning here is not" the 
not-being of the essence ", but "the not-being of that which 
contaminates the essence"; and all human attributes are 
a sour.ce of contamination: when that is removed, the result is 
annihilation of the attributes (fmld-yi ~ifat), which deprives the 
sufferer of the instrument whereby he attains, or fails to attain, 
his obje~t; but his not-going to the essence ('adam-i rawislt 
ba-'ayn) seems to him annihilation of the essence and casts him 
into perdition. 

I have met with some scholastic- philosophers who, failing 
to understand the · drift of this saying, laughed at it and 
declared it to be nonsense; and also with certain pretenders 
(to $ufiism) who made nonsense of it and were firmly convinced 
of its truth, although they had no grasp of the fundamental 
principle. Both parties are in the wrong: one ignorantly 
denies the truth, and the other makes ignorance a state (of 
perfection). Now the expressions "not-being" ('adam) and 
" annihilation" (fatzd), as· they are used by $Mis, denote the 
disappearance of a blameworthy instrument (dlat-i lIladh11l1l.m) 

and disapproved attribute in the course of seeking a praise
worthy attribute; they do not signify the search for non-reality 
('adam-i ma'1l!) by means of an instrument which exists. 

Dervishhood in all its meanings · is a · metaphorical poverty, 
and amidst all its subordinate aspects there is a transcendent 
principle. The Divine mysteries come and go over the dervish, 
so that his affairs are acquired by himself, his actions attributed 
to himself, and his ideas attached to himself. But when his 
affairs are freed from the bonds of acquisition (knsb), his actions 
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in proportion as God honoured him; and did not attach 
their hearts to anyone (except God); and did not open 
their eyes to gaze upon mankind, inasmuch as "he that 
beholdeth mankind waneth, but he that returneth unto 
God reigneth" (man na~ara ila 'l-khalq halak Wa-lJlall raja'a 
ila 'l-(taqq malak). And AbU Bakr showed that his heart 
was empty of this deceitful world, for he gave away all 
his wealth and his clients (mawdlf), and clad himself in 
a woollen garment (gilim), and came to the Apostle, who 
asked him what he had left for his family. Abu Bakr 
replied: "Only God and His Apostle." All this is charac
teristic of the sincere $ufi.] 

I said that tafd (purity) is the opposite of kadar (impufity), 
and kadar is one of the qualities of Man. The true $Uf { is he · 
that leaves impurity behind. Thus, human nature (baslzariyyat) 
prevailed in the women of Egypt as they gazed, enraptured, 
on the wondrous beauty of Yusuf (Joseph), on whom be peace! 
But afterwards the preponderance was reversed, until at last 
they beheld him with their human nature annihilated (ba-/and-yi 
bashariyyat) and cried: "Tlzis is no human being" (Kor. xii, 31). 
They made him their object and gave expression to their own 
state. Hence the Shaykhs of this Path - God have mercy 
on themr-have said: Laysa 'l-~afd min fifat al-bashar !z"anna 
'l-bashar madar wa'l-madar ld yakhlu mill al-kadar, "Purity 
is not one of the qualities of Man, for Man is clay, and clay 
involves impurity, and Man cannot escape from impurity." 
Therefore purity bears no likeness to acts (af'dl), nor can the 
human nature be destroyed . by means of effort. The quality 
of pur,ity is unrelated to acts and states, and its name is 
unconnected with names and nicknames-purity is characteristic 

/ of the lovers (of God), who are suns without cloud-because 
purity )s the attribute of those who love, and the lover is he 
that is. dead (fdn!) in his own attributes,.and living (bdq!) in 
the attributes of his Beloved, and their" states" resemble the 

. clear sun in the opinion of mystics (arbdb-i ~dl). The beloved 

ill 
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of God, Mu~ammad the Chosen One, was asked concerning 
the state of J:Iaritha , He answered: 'Abd nawwara 'Itall 
qalbahu bi 'I-Iman, "He is a man whose heart is illumined by 
the light of faith, so that his face shines like the moon from the 
effect thereof, and he is formed by the Divine light." An 
eminent $Mi says: piya aI-shams wa'l.qamar idha 'shtaraka 
tlamudlzaj'''' min ~afa al-!z.ubb wa 'l-taw!z.1d idlza 'slltabaka, "The 
combination of the light of the sun and moon, when they are 
in conjunction, is like the purity of Love and Unification, when 
these are mingled together." Assuredly, the light of the sun 
and moon is worthless beside the light of the Love and 
Unification of God Almighty, and they should not be com
pared; but in this world there is no light more conspicuous 
than those two luminaries. The eye cannot see the light of 
the sun and moon with complete demonstration. During the 
sway of the sun and moon it sees the sky, whereas the heart 
(d£l) sees the empyrean ('arsh) by th~ light of knowledge and 
unification and love, and ' while still in this world explores the 
world to come. All the Shaykhs of this Path ate agreed 
that when a man has escaped from the captivity of "stations" 

' (maqamat), and gets rid of the impurity of "states" (a!z.wal), 
and is liberated from the abode of change and decay, and 
becomes endowed with all praiseworthy qualities, he is disjoined ,/' 
from all qualities. That is to say, he is n'ot held in bondage 
by any praiseworthy quality of his own, nor does he regard it, 
nor is he made self· conceited thereby. His state is hidden 
from the perception of intelligences, and his time is exempt 
from the influence of thoughts. His presence (!z.u¢ur) with 
God has no end and his existence has no cause. And when 
he, arrives at this degree, he becomes annihilated (fanl) in this 
world and in the next, and is made divine (rabbdnl) in the 
disappearance of humanity; and gold and e'arth are the same 
in his eyes, and the ordinances which others find hard to keep 
become easy to him. 

[Here follows the story of J:Iaritha, who declared that he 
had true faith in God. The Prophet asked: "What is the 

D 
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SECTION. 

Dhu 'I-Nun, the Egyptian, says: AI-Stiff z'dhd flataqa bdna 
nutquhu 'an al-!zaqd'iq wa-z'1t sakata nataqat'anhu 'I·fawdrt'f.z 
bz'-qa{' al-'ald'iq, "The $uf{ is he whose language, when he 
speaks, is the reality of his state, "i.e. he says nothing which 
he is not, and when he is silent his conduct explains his 
state, and his state proclaims that he has cut all worldly 
ties;" i.e. all that he says is based on · a sound principle and 
all that he does is pure detachment from the world (tajrld); 
when he speaks his speech is entirely the Truth, and when 
he is silent liis actions are wholly" poverty" (faqr). J unayd 
says: AI-ta~awwuf na't"" uqima 'I-'abd ffhi qila. na'f'''' It'-'l-'abd 
·am li-' l-!zaqq faqdla na't al-!zaqq !zaqfqaf'" wa-lla't al-'abd 
rasma .. , "$ufiism is an attribute wherein is Man's subsistence." 
They said: "Is it an attribute of God or of mankind?" He 
replied: "Its essence is an attribute of God and fts formal 
system is an attribute of mankind;" i.e. its essence invohes 
the annihilation of human qualities, which is brought about 
by the everlastingness of the Divine qualities, and this is an 
attribute of God; whereas its formal system involves on the 
part of Man the continuance of self-mortification (mujdhadat), 
and this continuance of self-mortification is an attribute of 
Man. Or the words may be taken in another sense, namely, 
that in real Unification (taw!zld) there are, correctly speaking, 
nb human attributes at all, because human attributes are 
not constant but are only formal (ras1ll), having no permanence, 
for God is the agent. Therefore they are really the attributes 

/ of God. Thus (to explain what is meant), God commands 
His servants to fast, and when they keep the fast He gives 
them the name of "faster" (~d'im), and nomi1lally this 
"fasting" (~awm) belongs to Man, but really it belongs to God_ 
Accordingly God told His Apostle and said: Al-~awm It 
wa-ana ajzi bihi, "Fasting is mine," because aU His acts are 
His possessions, and when men ascribe things to themselves, 
the attribution is formal and metaphorical, not real. And 
Abu 'I-Basan NUrl says: AI-ta~awwuf tarku kullz' !za;;t" 
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li-'l-nafs, "$ufiism is the renunciation of all selfish pleasures." 
This renunciation is of two kinds: formal and essential. 
For example, if one renounces a pleasure, and finds pleasure 
in the-renunciation, this is formal renunciation; but if the 
pleasure renounces him, then the pleasure is annihilated, and 
this case falls under the head of·true contemplation (mushdhadat). 
Therefore renunciation of pleasure is the act of Man, but 
annihilation of pleasure is the act of God. The act of Man ,/ 
is formal and metaphorical, while the act of God is real. 
This saying (of Nuri) elucidates the saying of Junayd which 
has been quoted above. And Abu 'l-Basan NUrl also says: 
Al-Sufiyyat humu 'lladhtna ~afat aY"dJd!zuhum fa-~dnt fi 't-~aff 
al-awwal baYlla yadayi 'l-!zaqq, "The $Ufls are they whose 
spirits have been freed from the pollution of humanity, 
purified from carnal taint, and released . from concupiscence, 
so that they have found rest with God in the first rank and 
the highest degree, and have fled from all save Him." And 
he also says: AI-Sufi alladld ld ypmlt'k wa-ld yumlak, "The 
$uH is he that has nothing in his possession nor is himself 
possessed by anything." This denotes the essence of 
annihilation (jand), since one whose qualities are annihilated 
neither possesses nor is possessed, inasmuch as the term 
"possession" can properly be applied only to existent things. 
The meaning is, that the $uH does not make his own any 
good of this world or any glory of the next world, for he 
is not even in the possession and control of himself: he 
refrains from desiring authority over others, in order that 
others may not desire submission -from him. This saying 
refers to a mystery of the $Ufls which they call '~complete 
annihilation" (fand-yi kullt). If God will, we shall mention 
in this work, for your information, the poi~ts wherein they 
have fallen into error.' 

Ibn al-Jallai says: Al-tafawwuf !zaq{qat"" ld rasm lahu, 
" $ufiism is an essence without form," because the form belongs 

I So J. The Lahore edition has Ibn aI-Jalali, I. Ibn al-Jullabi. See Chapter X, 
No. 34. 
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person who took it off: "Why do you take it off?" Moreover, 
at the present day there is at Ghazna-may God protect it!
an old man with the sobriquet Mu'ayyad, who has no choice 
or discrimination with respect to his clothes; and he is sound 
in that degree. 

Now, as to their garments being mostly blue (kabztd), one 
of the reasons is that they have made wandering (s£yd!tat) and 
travelling the foundation of their Path; and on journeys 
a white garment does not retain its original appearance, and 
is not easily washed, and besides, everyone covets it. Another 
cause is this, that a blue dress is the badge of the bereaved and 
afflicted, and the apparel of mourners; and this world is the 
abode of trouble, the pavilion of affliction, the den of sorrow, 
the house of parting, the cradle of tribulation: the ($Ufi) 
disciples, seeing that their · heart's desire is not to be gained 
in this world, have clad themselves in blue and have sat down 
to mourn union (with God). Others behold in the practice 
(of devotion) only imperfection, in the heart only evil, in life 
only loss of time: therefore they wear blue; for loss (fawt) 
is worse than death (mawt) . One wears blue for the death 
of a dear friend, another for the loss of a cherished hope. 

A dervish was asked why he wore blue. He replied: "The 
A postle left three things : poverty, knowledge, and the sword. 
The sword was taken by potentates, who misused it; knowledge 
was chosen by savants, who were satisfied with merely teaching" 
it; poverty was chosen by . dervishes, who made it a means of 
enriching themselves. I wear blue as a sign of mourning for 
the calamity of these three classes of men." Once Murta'ish 
was walking in one of the quarters of Baghdad. Being thirsty, 
he went to a door and asked for a drink of water. The 
daughter of the householder brought him some water in a jug. 
Murta'ish was smitten with her beauty and would not leave 
the spot until the master of the house came to. him. " 0 sir," 
cried Murta'ish, "she gave me a drink of water and robbed me 
of my heart." The householder replied: "She is my daughter, 
and I give her to you in marriage." So Murta'ish went into 

/' 
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the house, and tbe wedding was immediately solemnized. The 
bride's father, who was a wealthy man, sent Murta'ish to the 
bath, where they took off his patched frock (muraqqa'a) and 
clothed him in a night-dress. At nightfall he rose to say his 
prayers and engage in solitary devotion. Suddenly he called 
out, "Bring my patched frock." They asked, "\i\That ails 
you? " He answered, "I heard a voice within, whispering: 
'On account of one disobedient look We have removed thy 
1Ituraqqa'a, the garb of piety, from thy body; if thou lookest 
again We shall remove the raiment of intimacy from thy 
heart.''' Only two kinds of men are fitted to wear the 
muraqqa'a: (I) those who are cut off from the world, and (2) 
those who feel a longing for the Lord (mushtdqdll-i maw/d). 

::f The $Uf{ Shaykhs observe the following rule. When a novice 
:;;7 joins them, with the purpose of renouncing the world, they 

subject him to spiritual discipline for the space of three years. 
If he fulfil the requirements of this discipline, well and good; 
otherwise, they declare that he cannot be admitted .to the 

r, Path (Tllrlqat). The first year is devoted _to service of the 
rt people, the second year to service of God, and the third year 

to watching over his own heart. He can serve the people 
only when he places himself in the rank of servants and all 
other people in the rank of masters, i.e. he must regard all, 
without any discrimination, as being better than himself, and 

1'" must consider it his duty to serve all alike; not in such 
a way as to deem himself- superior to those whom he serves, 
for this is manifest pe-rdition and evident fraud, and is one of 
the infectious cankers of the age (az dfat-i zamana alldar 
za1llalla yak! inast). And he can serve God Almighty only 

e.... when he cu_ts off all his selfish interests relating either to 
this world or to the next, and worships God absolutely for 
His sake alone, inasmuch as whoever worships God for any 
thing's sake worships himself and not God. And he can 

e- watch over his heart only when his thoughts are collected 
and cares are dismissed from his heart, so that in the presence 
of intimacy (with God) he preserves his heart from the assaults 
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of heedlessness. When these three qualifications are possessed ./ 
by the novice, he may wear the muraqqa'a as a true mystic, not 
merely as an imitator of others. 

N ow as to the person who invests the novice with the 
muraqqa'a, he must be a man of rectitude (mustaqbn al-fld!) 
who has traversed all the hills and dales of the Path, and tasted 
the rapture of "states" and perceived the nature of actions, 
and experienced the severity of the Divine majesty and the 
clemency of the Divine beauty. Furthermore, he must examine 
the state of his disciples and judge what point they will 
ultimately reach: whether they will retire (rdji'dn), or stand 
still (wdqlfdn), or attain (bdNghan). If he knows that some day ./ 
they will abandon this Path, he must forbid them to enter upon 

, it; if they will come to a stand, he must enjoin them to practise 
devotion j and if they will reach the goal, he must give them 
spiritual nourishment. The $Uf{ Shaykhs are physicians of 
men's souls. When the physician is ignorant of the patient's 
malady he kills him by his art, because he does not know how 
to treat him and does not recognize the symptoms of danger, 
and prescribes food and drink unsuitable to his disease. The 
Apostle said: "The shaykh in his tribe is like the prophet in 
his nation." Accordi~gly, as the prophets showed insight in 
their call to the people, and kept everyone in his due degree, 
so the Shaykh likewise should show insight in his call, and 
should give to everyone his proper spiritual food, in order that 
the object of his call may be secured. 

The adept, then, who has attained the perfection of saintship 
takes the right course when he invests the novice with the 
muraqqa'a after a period of three years during which he has 
educated him in the necessary discipline. In respect of the 
qualifications which it demands, the muraqqa'a' is comparable 
to a winding-sheet · (kafan): the wearer must resign all his 
hopes of the pleasures of life, and purge his heart of all sensual 
delights, and devote his life entirely to the service of God and 
completely renounce selfish desires. Then the Director (Plr) 
ennobles him by clothing him in that robe of honour, while he 
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on his part fulfils the obligations which it involves, and strives 
with all his might to perform them, and deems it unlawful to 
satisfy his own wishes. 

Many allegories (isltarat) have been l,lttered concerning the 
muraqqa'a. Shaykh · AbU Ma'mar of I~faMn has written a 
book on the subject, and the generality of aspirants to $ufiism 
display much extravagance (gltuluww) in this matter.. My 
. aim, however, in the present work is not to relate sayings, but 
to elucidate the difficulties of $ufiism. The best allegory con
cerning the 11zuraqqa'a is this, that its collar (qabba) is patience, 
its two sleeves fear and hope, its two gussets (tt'rfz) contraction 
and dilation, its belt self - abnegation, its hem (kurd) 1 

soundness in faith, its fringe (farawlz) sincerity. Better still 
is the following: "Its collar is annihilation of intercourse (with 
men), its two sleeves are observance (1J.t'ft.) and continence 
('t'~mat), its two gussets are poverty and · purity, its belt is 
persistence in contemplation, its hem (kursf) is tranquillity 
in (God's) presence, and its fringe is settlement in the abode of 
union." When you have made a muraqqa'a like this for your 
spiritual self it behoves you to make one for your exterior 
also. I have composed a separate book on this subject, entitled 
"The Mysteries of Patched Frocks and Means of Livelihood" 
(Asrar al-khiraq wa-'I-lIla'llnat) , of which the novice should 
get a copy. 

If the novice, having donned the 11111raqqa'a, should be forced 
to tear it under compulsion of the temporal authority, this is 
permissible and excusable; but should he tear it of free will 
and deliberately, then according to the law of the sect he is not 
allowed to wear a llluraqqa'a in future, and if he do so, he stands 
on the same footing as those in our time who are content to 
wear muraqqa'as for outward show, with no spiritual 'meaning. 
As regards the rending .of garments the tru.e doctrine is this, 
that when ~Uf{s pass from one stage to another they immediately 
change their dress in thankfulness for having gained a higher 

I This conjectural translation of kurs{ was suggested to me by Colonel Ranking. 
The dictionaries give no explanation of the word as it is used here. 

lid 
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stage j but whereas every other garment is the dress of a single 
stage, the muraqqa'a is a dress which comprises all th~ stages 
of the Path of poverty and purity, and therefore to discard it 
is equivalent to renouncing the whole Pa~h. I have made 
a slight allusion to this question, although this is not the proper 

. place for it, in order to settle the particular point at issue j but, 
please God, I will give a detailed explanation of the principle 
in the chapter on rending (kharq) , and in the revelation of 
the mystery of "audition" (sami'). Furthermore, it has been .-" 
said that one who invests, a novice with the muraqqa'a should 
possess such sovereign mystical powers that any stranger on 
whom he looks kindly should become a friend, and any sinner 
whom he clothes in this garment should become a saint. 

Once I was travelling with my Shaykh in Adharbayajan, 
and we saw two or three persons wearing muraqqa'as, who were 
standing beside a wheat-barn and holding up' their skirts in the 
hope that the farmer would throw them some wheat. On seeing 
this the Shaykh exclaimed: "Those are they who have purchased 
error at the price of true guidance, but their traffic has not been 
profitable" (Kor. ii, 15). I asked him how they had fallen into 
this ' calamity and disgrace. He said:" Their spiritual directors 
were ,greedy to gather disciples, and they themselves are greedy 
to collect worldly goods." It is related of Junayd that he saw 
at the Rib al-Taq ~ a beautiful Christian youth and said: v 
" 0 Lord, pardon him for my sake, for Thou hast created him 
exceeding fair." After a while the youth came to Junayd and 
made profession of Islam and was enrolled among the saints. 
Abu 'Al{ Siyah was asked: "Who is permitted to invest novices 
with the 1nura,qqa'a?" He repiied: "That one who oversees 
the whole kingdom of God, so that nothing happens in the 
wQrld without his knowledge." 

1 A gate in the eastern quarter of Baghdad. 



CHAPTER V. 

ON THE DIFFERENT OPINIONS HELD CONCERNING POVERTY 

, AND PURITY. 

The Doctors of the Mystic Path are not agreed as to the 
respective merits of Poverty (faqr) and Purity (~af~at). Some 
hold that Poverty is more perfect than Purity. Poverty, they 
say, is complete annihilation in which every thought ceases to 
exist, and Purity is one of the" stations" (maqdmdt) of Poverty: 
when annihilation is gained, all " statiops " vanish into nothing. 
This is ultimately the sarne question as that touching Poverty 
and Wealth, which has already been discussed. Those who set 
Purity above Poverty say that Poverty is an existent thing 
(shay ast lIlawjud) and is capable of being named, whereas 
Purity is the being pure (~afd) from all existing things : ~afd 
is the essence of annihilation (fand), and Poverty is the essence 
of subsistence (baqd) : therefore Poverty is one of the names 
of "stations", but Purity is one of the names of perfection. 
This matter has been disputed at great length in the present 
age, and both parties have resorted to far-fetched and amazing 
verbal subtleties; but it will be allowed on, all sides that Poverty 
and Purity are not mere words and nothing else. The dis
putants have made up a doctrine out of words and have neglected 
t~ apprehend meanings: they have abandoned discussion of 
the Truth. Negation of arbitrary will they call negation of 
essence, and affirmation of desire they regard as affirmation 
of essence. The Mystic Path is far removed from such idle 

j fictions. In short, the Saints of God attajn to a place where 
place no' longer exists, where all degrees and "stations" dis
appear, and where outward expressions fall off from the under
lying realities, so that neither" spiritual delight" (shurb) is left, 
nor" taste" (dlztlwq), nor" sobriety" (~a!tw), nor" effacement" 
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(ma!tw). These controversialists, however, seek a forced name 
with which to cloak ideas that do not admit of being named or 
of being used as attributes; and everyone applies to them what
ever name he thinks most estimable, Now, in dealing with the 
ideas themselves, the question of superiority does not arise, but 
when names are given to them, one will necessarily be preferred 
to another. Accordingly, to some people the name of Poverty 
seemed to be superior and of greater worth because it is con
nected with renunCiation and humility, while others preferred 
Purity, and held it the more honourable because it comes nearer 
to the notion of discarding all that contaminates and annihi
lating all that has a taint of the world. They adopted these 
two names as symbols of an inexpressible idea, in order that 
they might converse with each other on that subject and make 
their own state fully known; and there is no difference of 
opinion in this sect (the $ Ufis) , although some use the term 
" Poverty" and others the term" Purity" to express the same 
idea. With the verbalists (ahl-z' 'z'bdrat), on the contrary, who 
are ignorant of the true meaning of these ideas, the whole 
question is an affair of words. To conclude, whoever has made 
that idea his own and fixed his heart upon it, heeds not whether 
they call him "Poor" (faqir) or "Pure" ($ufl), since both 
these appellations are forced names for an idea that cannot be 
brought under any name. 

This controversy dates from the time of Abu '1-I:Iasan Sumnun. 
He, on occasions when he was in a state of revelation (kaslif) 
akin to subsistence (baqd) , used to set Poverty above Purity; 
and on being asked by spiritualists (arbdb-i ma'dllt) why he did 
so, he replied: " Inasmuch as I naturally delight in annihilation 
and abasement, and no . less in subsistence and exaltation, 
I prefer Purity ' to Poverty when I am in a state akin to 
annihilation, and Poverty to Purity when I am in a state 
akin to subsistence; for Poverty is the name of subsistence 
and Purity that of annihilation. In the latter state I annihilate 
from myself the sight (consciousness) of subsistence, and in the 
former state I annihilate from myself the sight of annihilation, 
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so that my nature becomes dead both to annihilation and to 
subsistence." Now this; regarded as an explanation ('ibdrat), 
is an excellent saying, but neither annihilation nor subsistence 
can be annihilated: every subsistent thing that suffers annihila
tion is annihilated from itself, and every annihilated thing that 
becomes subsistent is subsistent from itself. Annihilation is 
a term of which it is impossible to speak hyperbolically. If 
a person says that annihilation is annihilated, he can only be 
expressing hyperbolically the non-existence of any vestige of 
the idea of annihilation; but so long as any vestige of existence 
remains, annihilation has not yet come to pass; and when it 
has been attained, the "annihilation" thereof is nothing but 
self-conceit flattered by meaningless phrases. In the vanity 
and rashn,ess of youth I composed a discourse of this kind, 
en'titled the" Book of Annihilation and Subsistence" (Kitdb-i 
Fand It Baqa,), but in the present work I will set forth the 
whole matter with caution, please God the Almighty and 
Glorious. 

This is the distinction between Purity and Poverty in the 
spiritual sense. It is otherwise when Purity and Poverty are 
considered in their practical aspect, namely, the denuding one's 
self of worldly things (!ajrfd) and the casting away of all one's 
possessions. . Here the real point is the difference between 
Poverty (faqr) and Lowliness (maskanat). Some Shaykhs 
assert that the Poor (faqir) are superior to the Lowly (miskin), 

/ because God has said, ,, 'tile poor who are straitened in the way 
of Allah, unable to go to and fro on the earth" (Kor. ii, 274): 
the Lowly possess means of livelihood, which the Poor renounce: 
therefore Poverty is honour and Lowliness abasement, for, 
according to the rule of the Mystic Path, he who possesses 
the means of livelihood is base, as the Apostle said: "Woe 
befall those who worship the dinar and the dirhem, woe befall 
those who worship garments with . a nap!" He who renounces 
the means of livelihood is honoured, inasmuch as he depends 
on God, while he who has means depends on them. Others, 
again, declare the Lowly to be superior, because the Apostle 
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said : "Let me live lowly, and let me die lowly, and raise me 
from the dead among the lowly!" wher.eas, speaking of Poverty, 
he said, " Poverty is near to being unbelief." On this account 
the Poor are dependent on a means, but the Lowly are 
independent. In the domain of Sacred Law, some divines 
hold that the Poor are those who have' a sufficiency (~dttib 
blllgha), and the Lowly those who ' are free from worldly 
cares (mujarrad); but other divines hold the converse of this 

. view. Hence the name "$M{" is given to the Lowly by 
followers of the Path (ahl-i maqdmdt) who adopt the former 
opinion: they prefer Purity (~afwat) to Poverty. Those $M{s 
who accept the latter view prefer Poverty to Purity, for a similar 
reason. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

CONCERNING THE DOCTRINES HELD BY THE DIFFERENT 

SECTS OF $UFIS. 

I have already stated, in the notice of Abu '1-I:Iasan N uri, 
that the $Ufis are divided into twelve sects, of which two 
are reprobated and ten are approved. Everyone of these 
ten sects has an excellent system and doctrine as regards 
both purgation (mtt/dhadat) and contemplation (musltdhadat). 
Although they differ from each other in _their devotional 
practices and ascetic disciplines, they agree iri the fundamentals 
and derivatives of the religious law and Unification. Abu 
Yazid said: "The disagreement of divines is a mercy except -
as regards the detachment (ta/rid) 1 of Unification"; and 
there is a famous tradition to the same effect. The real 
essence of $ufiism lies amidst the traditions (akhbdr) of the 
Shaykhs, and is divided only metaphorically and formally. 
Therefore I will briefly divide their sayings in explanation 
of $ufiislll and unfold the main principle on which the 
doctrine of each one- of them is based, in order that the 
student may readily understand this matter. 

I. THE MUI:IAsIBIS. 

They are the follower:> of Abu 'Abdallah I:Iarith b. Asad 
al-Mu~asibi, who by consent of all his contemporaries was 
a man of approved spiritual influence and mortified passions 
(maqbul al-nafas u maqtul al-nafs) , versed in theology, juris
prudence, and mysticism. He discoursed on detachment from 
the world and Unification, while his outward and inward 
dealings (with God) were beyond reproach. The peculiarity 
of his doctrine is this, that he does not reckon satisfaction 

1 i.e. the detachment of all phenomenal attrihutes from the Unity of God. 
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(rirjd) among the "stations" (maqdmdt), but includes it ili 
the "states" (af:twdl). He was the first to hold this view, 
\yhich was adopted by the people of Khurasan. The people of 
'Iraq, on the contrary, asserted that satisfaction is one of the 
"stations ", and that it is the extreme of trust in God (tawakkul). 
The controversy between them has gone on to the present day.l 

Discourse on the true nature of Satisfaction and tlte explallatiofc 
(If this doctrine. 

In the first place I , will establish the true nature of 
satisfaction and set forth its various kinds; then, secondly, 
I will explain the real meaning of "station" (maqdm) and 
" state" ([tdl) and the difference between them. 

Satisfaction is of two kinds: (a) the satisfaction of God 
with Man, and (b) ' the satisfaction of Man with God. Divine ' 
satisfaction really consists in God's willing that Man should 

, be recompensed (for his good works) and in His bestowing 
grace (kardmat) upon him. Human satisfaction rea1ly consists 
in Man's performing the command of God and submitting to 
His decree. Accordingly, the satisfaction of God precedes 
that of Man, for until Man is divinely aided he does not 
submit to God's decree and does not perform His command, 
because Man's satisfaction is connected with God's satisfaction 
and subsists thereby. In short, human satisfaction is equanimity 
(z'stt'wd-yi dil) towards Fate, whether it withholds or bestows, 
and spiritual steadfastness (z'stiqdmat) in regarding events, 
whether they be the manifestation of Divine Beauty (Jamdl) 
or of Divine Majesty (Jaldl),so that it is all one to a man 
whether he is consumed in the fire of wrath or i1luminated 
by the light of mercy, because both wrath and mercy are 
evidences of God, and whatever proceeds from God is good 
in His eyes. The Commander of the Faithful, I:Iusayn b. 'AU, 
was asked about the saying of Abu Dharr GhifarI: "I love 
poverty better than riches, and sickness better than health." 

1 According to Qushayri (105, 21 ff.) the 'Iraqis held the doctrine which is here 
ascribed to the Khurasanis, and vice V(}'Slt. 

N 
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I:Iusayn replied: "God have mercy on Abu Dharr! but I say 
that ~ys the excellent choice made by~od f~ 
him does not desire anything ~cept what God has chosen 
for him." When a · man sees God's choice and .abandons his 
;;n choice, he is deliveredtrom all sorrow-:- This, however, 
does not hold good in a~nce from God (ghaybat) ; it requires 
presence with God (!mr,Mr) , because "satisfaction expels 
sorrows and cures heedlessness ", and .purges the heart of 
thoughts relating to other than God and frees it from the 
bonds of tribulation; for it is characteristic of satisfaction to 
deli ver (ralzdnidall). 

From the standpoint of ethics, satisfaction is the acquiescence 
of one who knows that giving and withholding are in God's 
knowledge, and firmly believes that God sees him in all circum
stances. There are four classes of quietists: (I) those who are 
satisfied with God's gift ('a#), which is gnosis (ma'rifat); 
(2) those who are satisfied with happiness (nu'lIld), which is this 
world; (3) those who are satisfied with affliction (bald), which 
consists of diverse probations; and (4) those who are satisfied 
with being chosen (tf/ifd), which is love (ma!zabbat). He who 
looks away from the Giver to the gift accepts it with his soul, 
and when he has so accepted it trouble and grief vanish from 
his heart. He who looks away from the gift to the Giver loses 
the gift and treads the path of satisfaction by his own effort. 
N ow effort is painful and grievous, and gnosis is only realized 
when its true nature is divinely revealed; ~nd inasmuch as 
gnosis, when sought by effort, is a shackle and a veil, such gnosi;!. 
]5 n<;m-cogniti.grUnakirat). Again, he who is satisfied with this 
lVorld,without God,is involved in destruction and perdition, 
because the whole world is not worth so much that a friend of 
God should set his heart on it or that any care ,for it should 
enter his mind. Happiness is happiness only when it leads to · 
the Giver of happ~ss; otnerwise, it is an affliction. Again, he 
-;bo is satisfied with the affliction that God sends is satisfied 
because in the affliction he sees the Author thereof and can 
endure its pain by contemplating Him who sent it; Ita)" he 
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does not account it painful, such is his joy in contemplating 
his Beloved. Finally, those who are satisfied with being chosen 
by God are His lovers, whose existence is an illusion alike in 
His anger and· His satisfaction; whose hearts dwell in th 
presence of Purity and in the garden of Intimac),; who have 
no thought of created things and have escaped from the bonds 
of" stations" an 'states and have evo e t emse ves to the 
love of God. Their satisfaction involves no loss, for satisfactiot 
~vith God is a manifest kingdom. 

SECTION. 

It is related iii the Traditions that Moses said: " 0 God, show 
me an action with which, if I did it, Thou wouldst be satisfied." 
God answered: "Thou canst not do that, 0 Moses!" Then 
Moses fell prostrate, worshipping God and supplicatin'g Him, 
and God made a revelation to him, saying: ':_0 son of , 1m ran, 
.My satisfaction with 0 sis atisfied with 
My decree, i.e. when a man is satisfied with God's decrees it , . 
is a sign that God is satisfied with him. 

Bishr I:Iafi asked Fu<;layl b. 'Iya<;l whether renunciation (zultd) 
or satisfaction was better. · Fu<;layl replied: " Satisfaction, because 
he who is satisfied does not desire any higher stage," i.e. there 
is above renunciation a stage which t.he renouncer desires, but 
there is no stage above satisfaction that the satisfied man should 
v,'ish for it. Hence the shrine is superior to the gate. This 
st9ry shows the c<;>rrectness of Mul?asibi's doctrine, that satis
faction ~Iongs to the class of" states" and Divine gifts, not .!9. 
the stages that are acquired (by effort). It is possible, however, 
that the satisfied man should have a desire. The Apostle used 
to say in his prayers: "0 God, I ask of Thee satisfaction after 
the going forth of Thy ordinance (al-ri¢d ba'd al-qa¢d)," 

. i.e." keep me in such a condition that when the ordinance comes 
to me from Thee, Destiny may find me satisfied with its comiI~' 
Here it is affirmed that satisfaction properly is posterior to the 
advent of Destiny, bec~se, if it preceded, It would onll 12e 
-ar;;olution to be satisfied, which is not the-same thing as actual-
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satisfaction. Abu 'I-'Abbas b. 'Ata says: "Satisfaction is this, 
~art should consider the eternal choice of God on , 
behalf of His creature," i.e. whatever befalls him, he should 
recognize it as the eternal will of God and His past decree, and 
should not be distressed, but should accept it cheerfully. J:Iarith 
Mil1;.asibi, the author of the doctrine, says: "Satisfaction is the 
quiescence (SUkltll of the heart under the e;ents which flo\v 

.from the Divine decrees." This is soun doctrine, because the 
quiescence and tranquillity of the heart are not qualities acquired 
by Man, but are Divine gifts. And as an argument for the view 
that satisfaction is a " state", not a " station ", they cite the story 
of 'Vtba al-Ghulam, who one night did not sleep, but kept 

saying: "If Thou chastise me I love Thee, and if Thou have 
mercy on me I love Thee," i.e. " the pain of Thy chastisement 
and the pleasure of Thy bounty affect the body a:lone, whereas 

the agitation of love resides in the heart, which is not injured 
thereby". This corroborates the view of Mu1;.asibi. Satisfaction 

~..!r""e""s.:::u.!.!lt,-""o .... f -,l""o..Ly"",e,-, :.:.il:.:.1a::.:s::..:.m:.:.::u.:c::h.....:a::s:...:.th:.:e::......:I~0:...:v.:e:-r ..:i :::.s ...::s::a:.:.tl:::·s:.:.:fi::e;:d:...w.:.:...:.:it::h~w:.:h.::a::t 
is done b the Beloved. Abu 'Uthman J:Iid says: "During t~ 
last forty years God has never put me in any state that I dis
liked, or transferred me to another state that I res~" This 
il~dicates continual satisfaction and perfect love. The story of 

the dervish who fell into the Tigris is well known. Seeing that 
he could not swim, a man on the bank cried out to him: "Shall 
I tell some one to bring you ashore?" The dervish said, " No." 

"Then do you wish to be drowned?" "No." "What, then. 
do you wish?" The dervish replied: "That which God wishes. 
What have I to do with wishing?" 

The $uf{ Shaykhs have uttered many sayings on satisfaction, 
which differ in phraseology but agree in the two principles that 

have been mentioned. 

Tlte distinction betwem (~ "State" (1;.al) and a "Station" 
(maqam). 

You must know that both these terms are in common use 
am,Ong $ Ufis, and it is necessary that the student should be 
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acquainted with them. I must discuss this matter here, although 
it does not belong to the present chapter. 

"~Station "(1Ilaqam) denotes anyone's" standing" in the 'Vay of 
, God, and his fulfilment of the obligations appertaining to that 
" station" and hIs keeping it until he comprehends its perfect~l 

~ as lies in a man's power. !t is not permissible that he 
should quit his" station" without fulfilling the obligations thereof. 
Thus, the first "station" is repentaI~ (tawbat), then comes 
conversion (i1labat), then renunciation (zultd), then trust in God 
(tawakkul), and so on: it is not permissible that anyone should 
pretend to conversion without repentance, or to renunciation 
without conversion, or to trust in God without renunciation. 

" State" ([zdl), on the other hand, is something that descends 
from God into a man's heart, without his being able to ~l 
it when ·it comes, or to attract it when it goes, by his own effort. 
Accordingly, while the term "station" denotes the way of the 
seeker, and his progress in the field of exertion, and his rank 
before God in proportion to his merit, the term "state" 
denotes the favour and grace which God bestows upon the 
heart of His servant, and which are not connected with any 
mortification on the latter's part. " Station" belongs to the 
category of acts, "state" to the category of gIfts. Hence the ' 
"!pan that has a " station" stands b,J::. his O,Wn self-mortification, -whereas the man that has a "state" is dead to "self" and stands 

by a. " state" which Gael creates in him. 
Here the Shaykhs are at variance:5ome hold that a "state" 

may be permanent, while others reject this view. I:Lirith 
Mul:J.asib{ maintained that a "state" may be permanent. He 
argued that love and longing and "contraction" (qab(l) and 

"expansion" (bast) are "states": if they cannot be permanent, 
then the lover would not be a lover, and until a man's" state" 

becomes his attribute (~ifat) the name of that" state" is not 
properly applied to him. It is for this reason that he holds 
satisfaction to be one of the "states ", and the same view is 
indicated by the saying of Abu 'Uthman: "During the last 
forty years God has never put me in a 'state' that I disliked." 
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r Other Shaykhs deny that a "state" can be permanent. Junayd 
says: '" States' are like flashes of lightning: their permanence 
is merely a suggestion of the lower soul (llajs)." Some have 
said, to the same effect: '" States' are like their name," 
i.e. they vanish almost as soon as they descend (ta(u'llu) on 
the heart. vVhatever is permanent becomes an attribute, and 
attributes subsist in an object which must be more perfect 
than the attributes themselves; and this reduces the doctrine 
that "states" are permanent to an absurdity. I have set forth 
the distinction between "state" and "station" in order that 
you may know what is signified by these terms wherever they 
oc.cur in the phraseology of the $Uf{s or in the present work. 

In conclusion, you must know that satisfaction is the end 
,of the "stations" and the beginning of the ~s": it i!?,. 
a place of which one side rests on acguisition and effort, and 
the other side on love and rapture: there is no "station" 
above rt: at tl1lS" point mort"iiiCations (mujdhaddt) cease. 
Hence its beginning is in the class of things acquired by 
effort, its end in the class of things divinely bestowed. 
Therefore it may be called either a "station" or a "state ". 

This is the doctrine of Mul)asib{ as regards the theory of 
$ufiism. In practice, however, he made no difference, except 
that he used to warn his pupils against expressions and acts 
which, though sound in principle, might be thought evil. For 
example, he had a "king-bird" (slzdhmurghi) , which lIsed to 
utter a loud note. One day Abu I:Iamza of Baghdad, who 
was· I:Iarith's pupil and an ecstatic man, came to see him. 
The bird piped, and Abu I:Iamza gave a shriek. I:Iarith rose 
lip and seized a knife, crying, "Tholl art an infidel," and would 
ha\'e killed him if the disciples had not separated them. Then 
he said to Abu I:Iamza: "Become a Moslem, 0 miscreant!" 
The disciples exclaimed: "0 Shaykh, we all know him to be 
one of the elect saints and Unitarians: why does the Shaykh 
regard him with suspicion?" I:Iarith replied: "I do not 
suspect him ' his opinions are excellent, and I know that he 
is a profound Unitarian, but why should he do something. 
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which resembles the actions of those who believe in incarnation 
(!lu!tilzjtdn) and has the appearance of being derived from 
their doctrine? If a senseless bird pipes after its fashion, 
capriciously, why should he behave as though its note were 
the voice of God? God is indivisible, and the Eternal does 
not become incarnate, or united with phenomena or com
mingled with them." When Abu I:Iamza perceived the 
Shaykh's insight, he said: "0 Shaykh, although I am right 
in theory, nevertheless, since my action resembled the actions 
of heretics, I repent and withdraw." 

May God keep my conduct above suspicion! But this is 
impossible when one associates with worldly formalists whose 
enmity is aroused by anyone who does not submit to their 
hypocrisy and sin. 

2. THE QA~~ARis. 

They are the followers of AbU $ali}:l I:Iamdun b. A}:lmad 
b. 'Umara al-Qa~~ar, a celebrated divine and eminent $Ufi. 
His doctrine was the manifestation and divulgation of" blame" 
(malamat). He used to say: "God's knowledge of thee is 
better than men's knowledge," i.c. thy dealings with God in 
private should be better than thy dealings with men in public, 
for thy preoccupation with men is the greatest veil between 
thee anClGod. I ave given so~ account of al-Qa~~ar in 
the chapter -on "Blame". He relates the following story: 
"One day, while I was walking in the river-bed in the I:I{ra 
quarter of N{shapur, I met Nu}:l, a brigand famous for his 
generosity, who was the captain of all the brigands of N{shapur. 
I said to him, '0 N u}:l, what is generosity?' He replied, 'My 
generosity or yours?' I said, 'Describe both.' He replied: 
'I pu t off the coat (qabd) and wear a patched frock and 
practise the conduct appropriate to that garment, in order 
that I may become a $uf{ and refrain from sin because of 
the shame that I feel before God; but YOll Qut off the Qatched 
frock in order that you may not be deceived by men, an~ 
men may no e ecelved by t ee: according y, my generosity 
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Hence the purpose of mortifying the lower sOLlI is to destroy 
its attributes, not to annihilate its reality. Now I will discuss 
the true nature of passion and the renunciation of lusts. 

Discourse Oil the true nature of Passion (hawa). 

You must know that, according to the opinion of some, 
passion is a term applied to the attributes of the lower soul, but, 
according to others, a term denoting the natural volition (z'rddat-i 
lab') whereby the lower soul is controlled and · directed, just as 
the spirit is controlled by the intelligence. Every spirit that is 
devoid of the faculty of intelligence is imperfect, and similarly 
every lower soul that is devoid of the faculty of passion is 
imperfect. Man is continually being called by intelligence 
and passion into contrary ways. If he obeys the call of 

. intelligence he attains to faith, but if he obeys the call of 
passion he arriv.es at error and irifidelity. Therefore passion 
is a veil and a false guide, and man is commanded to resist 
it. Passion is of two kinds: (1) desire of pleasure and lust, 
and '(;')aeSire of worldly honour and authority. He wh;. 
Tollows pIeasure and lust haunts taverns,· and mankind are 
safe from his mischief, ®t he who desires honour and authorliY 
.!b:es in cells (fawami') and · monasteries, and not only has 
lost the right way himself but also leads others into error. 

One whose every act depends oneassjgn 0 finds 
s;tisfaction in following it, is far from God although he be 
'W'ftilYou 111 a mosque, but one who has renounced and"'> 
abandoned it is near to"-God aithough he be in a church. 
~--~----~--~~~~----~~--~~--~~--~--Ibrahim Khawwa!? relates this anecdote: "Once r heard tEat 
in Rum there was a monk who had been seventy years in 
a monastery.. I said to myself: 'Wonderful! Forty years 
is the term of monastic vows: what is the state. -of this man 
that he has remained there for. seventy years?' I went to 
see. him. When I approached, he opened a window and said 
to me: '0 IbrahIm, I know why you have come. I have 
not stayed here for seventy years because of monastic vows, 
but I have a dog foul with passion, and I have taken my 

I 
\ 1 
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abode in this monastery for the purpose of guarding the dog 
(sagbdnf), and preventing it from doing harm to others.' On 
hearing him say this I exclaimed: '0 Lord, Thou art able 
to bestow righteousness on a man even though he be involved 
in sheer error.' He said to me : '9 Ibrah{m, how long will 
you seek men? Go and seek l.~self, ~ when you ha3 
found yourself keep watch over yourself, for this passion clothes 
itself every day in three hundred and sixty~s~~ 

lfl,Lgpdh.ead and leads men astra~" 

In short, the devil--cannot enter a man's heart until he 
desires to commit a sin: but when a certain quantity of 
passion appears, the devil takes it and decks it out and 
displays it to the man's heart; and this is called diabolic 
suggestion (waswds). It begins from passion, and in reference 
to this fact God said to IbHs when he threatened to seduce 
all mankind: " Verily, thou hast Il0 'power over My servants" 
(Kor. xv, 4Z), for the devil in reality is a mali's lower soul 
and passion. Hence the Apostle said: "There is no one 
whom his devil (i.e. his passion) has not subdued " except 
'U mar, for he has subdued his deviL" Passion is mingled 
as an ingredient in the clay of Adam; whoever renounces it 
becomes a prince and .. whoever follows it becomes a captive. 
Junayd was asked: "What is union with God?" He replied: 
"To renounce passion," for of all the acts of devotion by 
which God's favour is sought no~e has greater value than 
resistance to passion, because it is easier for a man to des.troy 
a mountain with his nails than to resist passion. I have 
read in the Anecdotes that Dhu 'I-Nun the Egyptian said: 
"I .saw a man flying through the air, and asked him how 
he had attained to this degree. He answered: 'I set my 
feet' ,·on passion (hawd) in order that I might ascend into 
the air (/zawd).''' It is related that Mul).ammad .b. Fa<;ll 
al-Balkh{ said: "I marvel at one who goes with his passion 
into God's House and visits Him: . why does not he trample 
on his passion that he may attain to Him?" 

The most manifest attribute of the lower soul is lust (shahwat). 
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Lust is a thing that is dispersed in different parts of the human 
body, and is served by the senses. Man is bound to guard all 
his members from it, and he shall be questioned concerning. the 
acts of each. The lust of the eye is sight, that of the ear is 
hearing, that of the nose is smell, that of the tongue is speech, 
that of the palate is taste, that of the body '(jasad) is touch, 
and that of the mind is thought (andfshidan). It behoves the 
seeker of God to spend his whole life, day and night, in ridding 
himself of these incitements to passion which show themselves 
through the senses, and to pray God to make him such that this 
desire will be removed from his inward nature, since whoever is 
afflicted with lust is veiled from all. spiritual things. If anyone 
should repel it by his own exertions, his task would be long and 
painful. The right way is resignation (taslim). It is r.elated 
that AbU 'All Siycih' of Merv said: "I had gone to the bath 
and in accordance with the custom of the Prophet I was using 
a razor (pubis tondendce causd). I said to myself: '0 Abu' All, 
amputate this member which is the source of all lusts and keeps 
thee afflicted with so much evil.' A voice in my heart whispered: 
'0 AbU 'All, wilt thou interfere in My kingdom? Are not all I 
thy limbs equally at My disposal? If thou do this, I swear by \ 
My glory that I will put a hundredfold lust and passion in every 
hair in that place.' " 

Although a man has no power over what is vicious in his 
constitution, he can get an attribute changed by Divine aid and 
by resigning himself to God's will and by divesting himself of 
his own power and strength. In reality, when he resigns him
self, God protects him; and through God's protection he comes 
nearer to annihilating.the evil than he does through self
mortification, since flies are more easily driven away with an 
umbrella (mikanlla) than with a fly-whisk (mid/labba). Unless 
Divine protection is predestined tQ a man, he cannot abstain 
from anything by his own exertion, and unless God exerts 
Himself towards a man, that man's exertion is of no use. All 
acts of exertion fall under two heads: their object is either to 
avert the predestination of God or to acquire something in spite 

p 
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of predestination; and both these objects are impossible. It is , , 
related that when ShibH was ill, the physician advised him to be 
abstinent. " From what shall I abstain?" said he, "from that 
which God bestows upon me, or from that which He does not 
bestow? It is impossible to abstain from the former, and the 
latter is not in my hands" I will discuss this question carefully 
on another occasion . 

7. THE I:IAKiMis. 

They are the followers of Abu 'Abdallah Mu}:l.ammapb. 'Ali 
,al.I:Iak{m al-Tirmidhl, who was one of the religious leaders 
of his time and the author of many works on every branch 
of exoteric and esoteric science. His doctrine was based on 
saintship (wildyat) , and he used to explain the true nature 
of saintship and the degrees of the saints and the observance 
of the proper arrangement of their ranks. 

As the first step towards under'standing his doctrine, you 
must know that God has saints (awliya), whom He has chosen 
out of mankind, and whose thoughts He has withdrawn from 
worldly ties and delivered from sensual temptations; and He 
has stationed each of them in a particular degree, ' and has 
opened unto them the door of these mysteries. Much might 
be said on this topic, but I must briefly set forth several points 
of capital importance. 

Discourse Oil tile Affirmation of Sai1lts/zip (wilayat). 

\ J 
You must know that the principle and foundation of $ufiism 

and knowledge of God rests on saintship, the reality of which 
is unanimously affirmed by all the Shaykhs, though everyone 
has expressed himself in different language. The peculiarity 
of Mu}:l.ammad b. 'Al{ (al-I:Iak{m) lies in the fact that he applied 
this term to the theory of $ufiism. 

Waldyat means, etymologically, "power to dispose" (ta~arruf), 
and wildyat means" possession of command" (im4rat). Waldyat 
also means" lordship" (rubttbiyyat); hence God hath said: "Ill 
this case the lordship (al-walayat) belongs to God who is the 
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Trutlz" (Kor. xviii, 42), because the unbelievers seek His 
protection and turn unto Him and renounce their idols. And 
wildyat also means" love" (mal,zabbat). Wali may be the form 
j"a'il with the meaning of maftU, as God hath said: « And He 

takes chargeoj" (yatawalla) the riglzteous" (Kor. vii, 195), for God ' }. 
does not leave His servant to his own actions and attributes, 
but keeps him under His protection. Andwali may be the 
form fa'il, equivalent to fd':'l, with an intensive force, because 
a man takes care (tawalli kltllad) to obey God and constan.tly 
to fulfil the obligations that he owes to Him. Thus wali in 
the active meaning is « one who desires" (murid), while in the 
passive meaning it denotes « one who is the object of God's 
desire" (murdd). All these meanings, whether they signify the · 
relation of God to Man or that of Man to God, are allowable, 
for God may be the protector of His friends, inasmuch as He 
promised His protection to the Companions · of the Apostle, 
and declared that the unbelievers had no protector (mawld).l 
And, moreover, He ma)p distinguish them in an exclusive way 
by His friendship, as He hath said, "He loves tlum and they 
love Him" (Kor. v, 59), so that they turn away from the favour 
,of mankind: He is their friend ,ewali) and they are His friends 
(awNyd). And He may confer on one a "friendship" (wildyat) 
that enables him to persevere in obedience to Him, and keeps 
him free from sin, and on another a "friendship" that empowers 
him to loose and bind, and makes his prayers answered and his 
aspirations effectual, as the Apostle said: " There is many a one 
with dirty hair, dust-stained, clad in two old garments, whom 
men never heed; but if he were to swear by God, God would 
verify his oath." It is well known that in the Caliphate of 
'U mar b. al-Khattab, the Nile, in accordance with its usual 
habit, ceased to flo!"; for in the time of Paganism they used 
annually to adorn a maiden and throw her into the river to. 
make it flow again. 'U mar therefore wrote on a piece of 
paper: « 0 river, if thou hast stopped of thy own will, thou 

I Kor. xlvii, 12. 
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doest wrong, and if by command of God, 'U mar bids thee flow." 
\Vhen this paper was thrown in, the Nile resumed its course. 

My purpose in discussing saintship and affirming its reality 
is to show you that the name of saint (waH) is properly 
applied to those in whom the above-mentioned qualities are 
actually present (ftd!) and not merely reputed (qdl) . Certain 
Shaykhs formerly composed books on this subject, but they 
became rare and soon disappeared. Now I will commend to 
you the explanation given by that venerable spiritual director 
who is the author of the doctrine-for my own belief in it is 
greater- in order that much instruction may be gained, not 
only by yourself, but also by every seeker of $ufiism who 
may have the good fortune to read this book. 

SECTION. 

YOll must know that the word waH is current among the 
.vulgar, and is to De found in the Koran and the Apostolic 
Traditions: e.g., God hath said, "Verily, on the .friends 
(awliya) of God 1lO .fear slzall come, a1ld they shall 1lot grieve" 
(Kor. 'x, 63); and again, " God is the .friend (waH) o.f those who 
believe" (Kor. ii, 258). And the Apostle said: "Among the 
servants of God there are some whom the prophets and martyrs 
deem happy." He was asked.: "Who are they? Describe 
them to us that perchance we may love them." He replied: 
"Those who love one another, through God's mercy, without 
wealth and without seeking a livelihood: their faces are 
luminous, and they sit on thrones of light; they are not afraid 
w~en men .are afraid, nor do they grieve when men grieve." 
Then he recited: " Verily, on the .friends o.f God 110 .fear shall 
come, and they shall flot gr£eve" (Kor. x, 63). Furthermore, 
the Apostle said that God said: "He who hurts a saint (waH) 
has allowed himself to make war on Me." 

These passages show that God has saints (a,,?l£yd) whom 
He has specially ~istinguished by His friendship and whom He 
has chosen to be the governors of His kingdom and has 
marked out to manifest His actions and has peculiarly favoured 
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with diverse kinds of miracles (kardmdt) and has purged of 
natural corruptions and has delivered from subjection to their 
lower soul and passion, so that all their thoughts are of Him 
and their intimacy is with Him alone. Such have been in 
past ages, and are now, and shall be hereafter until the Day 
of Resurrection, because God has exalted this (Moslem) 
community above all others and has promised to preserve the 
religion of Mul).ammad. Inasmuch as the traditional and 
intellectual proofs of this religion are to be found among the 
divines (,ulamd), it follows that the visible proof is to be found 
among the Saints and elect of God. Here we have two parties 
opposed to us, namely, the Mu'tazilites and the rank and file 
of the Anthropomorphists (lfasltwiyya). The Mu'tazilites deny 
that one Moslem is specially privileged more than another; 
but if a saint is not specially privileged, neither is a prophet 
specially privileged; and this is infidelity. The vulgar Anthropo
morphists ~ that special privileges may be conferred, but 
assert that such privileged persons no longer exist, although 
they did exist in the past. It is all the same, however, whether 
they deny the past or the future, since one side of denial is no 
better than another. 

God, then, has caused the prophetic evidence (burlldn-i 
nabawi) to remain down to the present day, and has made the 
Saints the means whereby it is manifested, in order that the 
signs of the Truth and the proof of Mul).ammad's veracity may 
continue to be clearly seen. He has made the Saints the 
governors of the universe; they have become entirely devoted 
to His business, and have ceased to follow their sensual 
affections. Through the blessing of their advent the rain falls 
from heaven, and through the purity of their lives the plants 
spring up from the earth, and through their spiritual iMluence 
the Moslems gain victories over the unbelievers. Among them 
there are four thousand who are concealed and do not now 

-;ne another and are not aware of the excellence oft lelr state, 
but in all circumstances are hidden from themselves and from 
mankind. raditions have come down to this effect, and the .-
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sayings of the Saints proclaim the truth thereof, and I myself
God be praised I-have had ocular experience (khabar-t" 't"ydn) 
of this matter. But of those who have power to loose and to 
bind and are the officers of the Divine court there are three 
hundred, called Akhydr, and ~, called Abddl, and seven, 
called Abrdr, and four, called Awtdd, and three, called Nuqabd, 
and one, called Qutb or Ghawth. All these know one another 

, and canno't act save by mutual consent. 
Here the vulgar may object to my assertion that they know 

one another to be saints, on the ground that, if such is the case, 
they must be secure as to their fate in the next world. I reply 
that it is 'l.bsurd to suppose that knowledge of saintship involves 
security. A believer may have knowledge of his faith and 
yet not be secure: why should not the same hold good of 
a saint who ' has knowledge of his saintship? Nevertheless, it 
is possible that God should miraculously cause the saint to 
know his security in regard to the future life, white maintaining 
him in a state of spiritual soundness and preserving h.im from 
disobedience. The Shaykhs differ on this question f9r the 
reason which I have explained. Those belonging to the four 

. thousand who are concealed do not admit that the saint can 
know himself to be such, whereas those of the other class take 

, the contrary view. Each opinion is supported by many lawyers 
and scholastics. Abu Is~aq I;;fara'ini 1 and some of the ancients 
hold that a saint is ignorant of his saintship, while AbU Bakr 
' b. Furak 2 and others of the past generation hold that he is 
conscious of it. I ask the former party, what loss or evil does 
a saint suffer by knowing himself? If they allege that he is 
conceited when he knows himself to bea saint, I answer that 
Divine protection is a necessary condition of saintship, and one 
who is protected from evil cannot fall into self-conceit. It is 
a very common notion (sukhan-t" sakht 'dmiy.dna) that a saint, 
to whom extraordinary miracles (kardmdt) are continually 
vouchsafed, does not know himself to be a saint or these 

I See Ibn Khallikan, NO. 4. 
2 See Ibn Khallikan, No. 621 ; Brockelmann, i, 166. 
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miracles to be miracles. Both parties have adherents among 
the common people, but opinion is of no account. 

The, Mu'tazilites, however, deny special privileges and 
miracles, which constitute the essence of saintship. They affirm 
that all Moslems are friends (awliya) of God when they are 
obedient to Him, and that anyone who fulfils the ordinances 
of the Faith and denies the attributes and vision of God and 
allows believers to be eternally damned in Hell and acknow
ledges only such oblig::ttions as are imposed by Reason, without. 
regard to Revelation, is a "friend" (waIf). All Moslems agree 
that such a person is a "friend ", but a friend of the Devil. 
The Mu'tazilites also maintain that, if saintship' involved· 
miracles, all believers must have miracles vouchsafed to them, 
because they all share in faith ({man), and if they share in 
what is fundamental they must likewise share in what is 
derivative. They say, further, that miracles may be vouch
safed both to believers and to infidels, e.g. when anyone is 
hungry or fatigued on a journey some person may appear in 
order to give him food or mount him on an animal for riding, 
If it were possible, they add, for anyone to traverse a great 
distance in one night, the Apostle must have been that man; 
yet, when he set out for Mecca, God said, "And they (the 
animals) carry your burdens to a lalzd which ye would not have 
reaclzed save with' sore trouble to yourselves" (Kor. xvi, 7). 
I reply: "Your arguments are worthless, for God said, 'Glory to 
Him who transported His servant by night from the sacred 
mosque to the farther mosque'" (Kor. xvii, r). Miracles are 
special, not general; but it would have been a general instance 
if all the Companions had been miraculously conveyed to 
Mecca, and this would have, destroyed all the principles of 
faith in the unseen, Faith is a general term, applicable t() 
the righteous and the wicked alike, whereas saintship is special. 
The journey of the Companions to Mecca falls under the former 
category, but inasmuch as the case of the Apostle was a special 
one, God c.()l1veyed him in one night from Mecca to Jerusalem, 
and thence to a space of two1:>o\\,~I~!1gths from the Divine 
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presence; and he returned ere the night was far spent. Again, 
to deny special privileges.is manifestly unreasonable, As in 
a palace there are chamberlains, janitors, grooms, and VIZiers, 
who, although they are equally the king's servants, are not 
equal in rank, so all believers are equal in respect of their 
faith, but some are obedient, some wise, some pious, and some 
ignorant. 

SECTION. 

The Shaykhs, everyone, have given hints as to the true 
meaning of saintship. Now I will bring together as many of 

\ 

these selected definitions as possible. 
Abu 'All Juzajani says: "The saint is annihilated in his own ' 

state and subsistent in the contemplation of the Truth: he can
not tell anything concernin,g himself, nor can he rest with anyone 
except God," because a man has knowledge only Of his own 
state, and wheh all his states are annihilated he cannot tell 
anything about himself; and he cannot rest with anyone else, 
to whom he might tellh is state, because to communicate one's 
'hidden ~tate to another is to i'eveal the secret of the Belov~ 
'Which cannot be revealed except to the Beloved himself. 
"Moreover, in contemplation it is impossible to regard aught 
except God: how" then, can he be at rest with mankind? 
J unayd said: "The sair:tt hath no fear, because fear is the 
expectation either of some future calamity or _ of the , eventual 
loss of some object of desire, whereas the saint is the son of 

00:""'" • 

h~ti.me Ubll wa{jtt'ht'): he has no future that he should fear 
anything; and as he hath no fear so he hath no hope, since 
hope is the expectation either of gaining an object of desire 
or of being relieved ftom a misfortune, and this belongs to 
the future; nor' does he grieve, because grief arises' from the 
rigour of time, and, how should he feel grief who is in the 
radiance of satisfaction (rit;id) and the garden of concord 
(muwdfaqat)?" The vulgar imagine this saying to imply that, 
inasmuch as the saint feels neither fear nor hope nor grief, he 
has security (amn) in their place; but he has not security, for 
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security arises from not seeing that which is hidden, and from 
turning one's back on "time"; and this (absence of security) 
i~ characteristic of those who pay no regard to their humanit 

as zarzyyat) and are no content with attributes. Fear and 
hope and security and grief all refer to the interests of the 
lower soulz..J l.l1d when that is annihilated satisfaction (rit/d) 
becomes an attribute of Man, and when satisfaction has been 

ained his states become steadfast (1Ilustaqim) in vision f 
the Author 0 s a mU.lawwil), and his back is turned on 
a~. I hen saintship is revealed to . his heart and its 
meaning is made clear to his inmost thoughts. Abu 'Dthman 
Maghribi says: "The sainf is sometimes celebrated (maslthur), 
but he is not seduced (maftun)," and another says: "The saint 
is sometimes hidden (mastttr), but he is not celebrated." 
Seduction consists in falsehood: inasmuch as the saint must 
be veracious, and miracles cannot possibly be performed by 
a liar, it follows that the saint is incapable of being seduced. 
These two sayings refer to the controversy whether the saint 
knows himself to be such: if he knows, he is celebrated, and 
if he does not know, he is seduced; but the explanation of 
this is tedious. It is related that Ibrahim b. Adham asked 
a certain man whether he desired to be one of God's saints, 
and on his replying "yes ", said: "Do not covet anything in 
this world or the next, and devote .thyself entire y o Goa, 

3 rid turn to God with all thy' e " To covet this world 
is to turn away from God for the sake of that which is 
transitory, and to covet the next world is to turn away from 
God for the sake of that which is everlasting: that which is 
transitory perishes and its renunciation becomes naught, but 
that which is everlasting cannot perish, hence its oj-enunciation 
al!,o is imperishable. Abu Yazid was asked: "Who is a saint?" [ 
He answered: "That one who is patient Ulider the command 
and prohibition of God," because the mor-e a man loves God 
the more does his heart revere what He commands and the 
·farther is his body from what He forbids. It is related that 
Abu Yazid said: "Once I .was told that a saint of God was 
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detachment from the world. He was the first to explain the 
state of annihilation and subsistence (fand u baqd), and he 
comprehended his whole doctrine in these two terms. Now 
I will declare their meaning and show the errors into which 
some .have fallen in this respect, in order that you may know 

what his doctrine is and what the $Ufis intend when they 
employ these current expressions. 

Discourse on Subsistence (baqa) and Annihilation (fana). 

You must know that annihilation and subsistence have one 
meal'ling in science and another meaning in mysticism, and that 
formalists (~d/liriyd1z) are more puzzled by these words than by 
any other technical terms of the $Ufis. Subsistence in its 

scientific and etym.ologica\ acceptation is. of three kinds: 
(I) a subsistence that begins and ends in annihilation, e.g. this 
world, which had a beginning and will have an end, and is now 
subsistent; (2) a subsistence that came into being and will 
never be annihilated, viz. Paradise and Hell and the next world 
and its inhabitants; (3) a subsistence that always was and 
always will be, viz. the subsistence of God and His eternal 
attributes. Accordingly, . knowledge of annihilation lies in 
your knowing that this world is perishable, and knowledge 
of subsistence lies in your knowledge that the next world is 

everlasting. 
But the subsistence and annihilation of a state (!zdl) denotes, 

for example, that when ignorance is annihilated knowledge is 

necessarily subsistent, and that when sin is annihilated piety 
is subsistent, and that when a man acquires knowledge of his 
piety his forgetfulness (ghaJlat) is annihilated by remembrance 
of God (d/zz"kr), i.e., when anyone gains knowledge of God and 
becomes subsistent in knowledge of Him he is annihilated from 

(entirely loses) ignorance of HiE1 and when he is annihilated 
from forgetfulness he becomes subsistent in remembrance of 
Him, and this involves the discarding of blameworthy attributes 
and the substitution of praiseworthy attributes. ~ different 

signification, however, is attached to the terms in question by .-
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the elect among the $Ufis. They do not refer these expressions 
to " knowledge" ('11m) or to " state" (ltdl), but apply them solely 
to the degree of perfection attained by the saints who have 
become free from the pai~s of mortification and l;,ave escaped 
from the prison of" stations" and the vicissitude of" states ", and 
;-hose search has ended in discovery, so that they have seen all 
things visible, and have heard all things audible, and have 
discovered all the secrets of the heart; and who, recognizing 
the im~rfection of their own discovery, have turned away from 
all things and have purposely become annihilated in the object 
~, and in the very essence of desire have lost all d~sires 
of their own, for when a man becomes annihilated from his 
illributes he attains to perfect subsistence, he is neither near 
nor far, neither stranger nor intimate, neither sober nor 
intoxicated, neither separated nor united; he has no name, 
~ ""! 

or sign, or brand, or mark. _ 
In short, real annihilation from anything involves consciousness 

of its imperfection and absence of desire for it, not merely that 
a man should say, when he likes a thing, "I am subsistent 
,therein," or when he dislikes it, that he should say, "I am 
annihilated therefrom"; for these qualities are characteristic of 
one who is still seeking. In annihilation there is no love or 
hate, and in subsistence there is no consciousness of union or 
separation. Some wrongly imagine that annihilation signifies 
loss of essence and destruction of personality, and that subsistence 
indicates the subsistence of God in Man; both these notions 
are absurd. In India I had a dispute on this subject with 
a man who claimed to be versed in Koranic exegesis and 
theology. When I examined his pretensions I found that he 
knew nothing of annihilation and subsistence, and that he 
could not distinguish the eternal from the phenomenal. Many 
ignorant $Ufis consider that total annihilation (jand-yi kulliyyat) 
is possible, but this is a manifest error, for annihilation of the 
different parts of a material substance (tfnati) can never take 
place. I ask these ignorant and mistaken men: "What do 
you mean by this kind of annihilation?" If they answer, 
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" Annihilation of substance" (fand-yz' 'ayn), that is impossible; 
and if they answer, "Annihilation of attributes," that is only 
possible in so far as one attribute may be annihilated through 
the subsistence of another attribute, both attributes belonging 
to Man; but it i'3 absurd to suppose that anyone can subsist . 
through the attributes of another individual. The Nestorians 
of Rum and the Christians hold that Mary annihilated by self
mortification all the attributes of humanity (aw~df-z' lldSltt/) and 
that the Divine subsistence became <i-ttached to her, so that she 
was made subsistent through the subsistence of God, and that 
Jesus was the result thereof, and that he was not originally 
composed of the stuff of humanity, because his subsistence is 
produced by realization of the subsistence of God; and ' that, 
in consequence of this, he and his mother and God are all 
subsistent through one subsistence, which is eternal and an 
attribute of God. All this agrees with the doctrine of the 
anthropomorphistic sects of the I:Iashwiyya, who maintain that 
the Divine essence is a locus of phenomena (ma!zall-z' ~awddz'th) 
and that the Eternal may have phenomenal attributes. I ask 
all who proclaim such tenets: "What difference is there between 
the view that the Eternal is the locus of the phenomenal and the 
view that the phenomenal is the locus of the Eternal, or between 
the assertion that the Eternal has phenomenal attributes and 
the assertion that the phenomenal has eternal attributes?" 
Such doctrines involve materialism (dahr) and destroy the 
proof of the phenomenal ' nature of the universe, and compel 
us to say that both the Creator and His creation are eternal 
or that both are phenomenal, or that what is created may 
be commingled with what is uncreated, and that what is 
uncreated may descend into what is created. If, as they cannot 
help admitting, the creation is phenomenal, then their Creator 
also must be phenomenal, because the locus of a thing is like 
its substance; if the locus (ma!zall) is phenomenal, it follows. 
that the contents of the locus (!zit!) are phenomenal too. hi 
fine, when one thing is linked and united and commingled with 
another, both things are in principle as one. 
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Accordingly, our subsistence and annihilation are attributes 
of ourselves, and resemble each other in respect of their being 
our attributes. Annihilation is the annihilation of one attribute 
through the subsistence of another attribute. One may speak, 
however, of an annihilation that is independent of subsistence, 
and also of a subsistence that is independent of annihilation: 
in that case annihilation means "annihilation of all remem
brance of .other", and subsistence means "subsistence of the 
remembrance of God" (baqd-yi dlzikr-i fzaqq) . Whoever is 
annihilated from his own will subsists in the will of God, 
because thy will is perishable and the will of God is ever
lasting: when thou standest by thine . own will thou standest 

by annihilation, but when thou art absolutely controlled by the 
will of God thou standest by subsistence. Similarly, the power 
of fire transmutes to its own quality anything that falls into it, 
and surely the power of God's will is greater than that of fire; 
but fire affects only the quality of iron without changing its 
substance, for iron can never become fire. 

SECTION. 

All the Shaykhs have given subtle indications on this 
subject. Abu Sa'{d Kharr;iz, the author of the doctrine, says: 
"Annihilation is annihilation of consciousness of manhQod 
('ubudiyyat), and subsistence is subsistence in the contemplation 
of Godhead (£ldhIJ'J'at)," i.e., 1.t is an imperfection to be conscious 
in one's actions that one is a man, and one attains to real.. 

,manhood (bandagf) when one is not conscious of themJ but is 
annihilated so as not to see them, and becomes subsistent 
through beholding the action of God. Hence all one's actions 
are referred to God, not to one's self, and whereas a man's 
actions that are connected with himself are imperfect, those 
which are attached to him by God are perfect. Therefore, 
~hen a~one becomes annihilated from things that depend on 
~f, he becomes subsistent through the beauty of Godhead. 
Abu Ya'qub Nahrajud says: "A man's true servantship 
('ubudiyyat) lies in annihilation and subsistence," because no 
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one is capable of serving God with sincerity until he renounces 
all self-interest: therefore to renounce humanity (ddamz'yyat) 
is annihilation, and to be sincere in servantship is subsistence. 
And Ibrahim b. Shayban says: "TEe science of annihilation 
and subsistence turns 011 sincerity (ikhlds) and unity (wd/:tz'd
z'yyat) and true servantship; all else is error and heresy," 
i.e., when anyone acknowledges the unity of God he feels 
himself overpowered by the omnipotence of God, and one who 

~ 
is o"e~powered (maghlub). is an.ni.hil~ted . in .the might of his 
vanq1llsher; and when his antllhilatlOn IS rightly fulfilled on 
him, he confesses his weakness and sees no resource except . 
to serve God, and tries to gain His satisfaction (rz't,ld). And 
whoever explains these terms otherwise, i.e. annihilation as 

[
meaning "annihilation of substance" and subsistence as 
meaning "subsistence of God (in Man) ", is a heretic an~ 
a Christian, as has been stated above. 

Now I, 'Ali b. 'Uthman al-Jullabi, declare that all these 
sayings are near to each other in meaning, although they differ 
in expression; and their real gist is this, that a~hilation 
,comes to a man through vision of the majesty of God and 
through the revelation of Divine omnipotence to his heart, so 

' th;.t in the overwhelming sense of His majesty this world and 
the next woria are obliterated from his mind, and "states" 
and" stations" appear contemptible iri.!he sight of his aspiring 
thought, and what is shown to him of miraculous grace vanishes 
into nothing: he becomes dead to reason and passion alike, 
dead even to annihilation itself; and in that annihilation of 
annihilation his tongue proclaims God, and his mind and 
body are humble and abased, as in the beginnJng when 
Adam's posterity were drawn forth from his loins without 
admixture of evil anq took the pledge of servantship to God 
(Kor. vii, 17 I). 

Such are the principles of annihilation and subsistence. 
I have discllssed a portion of the subject in the chapter on 
Poverty and $ufiism, and wherever these terms occur in the 
present work they bear the meaning which I have explained. 



CHAPTER XV. 

THE UNCOVERING OF THE FIRST VEIL: CONCERNING 

THE GNOSIS OF GOD (ma'rifat Allah). 

The Apostle said: "If ye knew God as He ought to be 
known, ye would walk on the seas, and the mountains would 
move at your calL" Gnosis of God is of two kinds: cognitional 
('ilmi) and emotional ((tali). Cognitional gnosis is the founda
tion of all blessings in this world and in the next, for the most 
important thing for a man at all times and in all circumstances 
is knowledge of God, as God hath said: " I only created the genii 
and 1Jtallk~'lld tllat they might serve lVIe" (Kor. Ii, 56), i.e. that 
they might know Me. But the greater part of men neglect this 
duty, except those whom God hath chosen and whose hearts 
He hath vivified with Himself. Gnosis is the life of the heart 
through God, and the turning away of one's inmost thoughts 
from all -that is not God. The worth of everyone is in 
proportion to gnosis, and he who is without gnosis is worth 
nothing. Theologians, lawyers, and other classes of men give 
the name of gnosis (ma'rifat) to right cognition ('ibn) of God, 
but the $M{ Shaykhs call right feeling ([tal) towards God by 
that name.- Hence they have said that gnosis (ma'rifat). is 
more excellent than cognition ('ibn), for right feeling Uta!) is 
the result of right cognition, but right cognition is not the same 
thing as right feeling, i.e. one who has not cognition of God is 
not a gnostic ('arif), but one may have cognition of God 
without being .a gnostic. Those of either class who were 
ignorant of this distinction engaged in useless controversy, and 
the one party disbelieved in the other party. Now I wiIl 
explain the matter in order that both may be instructed. 

I 
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SECTION. 

You must know that there is a great difference of 'opinion 
touching the gnosis and right cog~ition of God. The Mu'ta-

, zilites assert that gnosis is intellectual and that only a ,reasonable 
person ('dqi!) can possibly have it. This doctrine is disproved 
by the fad that madmen, within Islam, are deemed to ha~ 
gnosis, and that children, who are not reasonable, are deemed 
~e faith. Were the criterion of gnosis an intellectual one, 
such persons must be without gnosis, while unbelievers could' 
not be charged with infidelity, provided only that they were 

1\ 
reasonable beings. If reason were the cause of gnosis, it would . 
follow; that every reasonable person must know God, and that 
all who lack reason must be ignorant of Him; which is 
manifestly absurd. Others pretend that demonstration Ustidld!) 
is the cause of knowledge of God, and that such knowledge is 
not gained except by those who deduce it in this manner. The 
futility of this doctrine is exemplified by Iblis, (or he saw 

\ 

many evidences, such as Paradise, Hell; and the Throne of 
God, yet they did nqt cause him to have gnosis. God hath said 
that knowledge of Him depends on His will (Kor. vi, I I I). 

According to the view of orthodox Moslems, soundness of 
reason and regard to evidences are a means (sabab) to gnosis, 
but not the cause ('illat) thereof: the sole cause is God's will 
atld favour, for without His favour ('illd)lat) reason is blind. 
~eason does not even know itself: how, then, can it know 
another? Heretics of all sorts lise the demonstrative method. 

but the-majority of them do not know God. On the other hand, 
whenever one enjoys the favour of God, all his actions are so' 
many tokens of gnosis; his demonstration is search (talab), and 
his neglect of demonstration is resignation to God's will 
(tasllm); but, in reference to' perfect gnosis, resignation is n~ 
better than search, for search is a principle that cannot be 
neglected, while resignation is a principle that excludes the 
possibility of agitation (irJ!irdb) , and these two principles do not · 
essentially involve gnosis. In reality Man's only guide and.
en lightener is God. Reason and the proofs adduced by reason 
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are unable to direct anyone into the right way. If the infidels J 
were to return from the place of Judgment to this world, they 
would bring their infidelity back with them (cf. Kor. vi, 28). 
When the Commander of the Faithful, 'AH, was asked con
cerning gnosis, he said: "I know God by God, and I know 
that which is not God by the light of God." God created the 
body and committed its life to the spirit (jan); and He created 
the soul Cdt'l) and committed its life to Himself. _ Hence, 
inasmuch as reason and human faculties and evidences have no 
p;;w-er to make the body live, they cannot make the soul live, as 
God hath said: "Shall he who was dead and wlz01ll We -ha-;;e 
restored to life and to wlzo1JZ We Izave given a lz'ght whereby he 
may walk among melt ... ?" (Kor. vi, 122), i.e ... I am the 
Creator of the light in which believers are illumined". It is God - . "that opens and seals the hearts of men (Kor. x~xix, 23; ii, 6) : 
therefore He alone is able to guide ' them. Everything except
Him is a cause or a means, and causes and means cannot 
p;;Tsibly indicate the right way without the favour of the 
Causer. He it is that imposes the obligation of piety, which is ---essentially gnosis; and those on whom that obligation is laid, 
so long as they are in the state of obligation, neither bring it 
upon themselves nor put it away from themselves by their own 
choice: therefore Man's share in gnosis, unless God makes him 
know, istnere hel plessness. Abu '1- I:Iasan N uri says: .. There 
is none to point out the way to God except God Hi~ 
.,E!10wledge is sought only for due performance of His worshlg." 
~o created being is capable of leading anyone to God. Those 

who rely on demonstration an~ not more reasonable than was 
AbU Talib, and no guide is greater than was Mul:J.ammad; yet, 
since ' Abu Talib was preordained' to misery, the guidance of 
Mul:J.ammad did not avail him. The first steQ....of demonstration - , is a turning away from God, because demonstration involves the 
'§STderatiol1 of som~erthing, whereas gnosis is a turning 
away from all that is not God. Ordinary objects or search are' 
fOund by means of demonstration, but knowledge of God is 
extraordinary. Therefore, knowledge of Him is attained only 
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by unceasing bewilderment of the reason, and His favour is not 
procured by any act of human acquisition, but is miraculously 

I revealed to men's hearts. What is not God is phenomenal 
(mu!zdath), and although a phenomenal being may reach another 
like himself rye cannot reach his Creator and acquire Him 
while he exists, for in every act of acquisition he who makes the 
acquisition "is predominant and the thing acguired is under his 
power. Accordingly, the miracle is not that reason should be 
led by the act to affirm the existence of the Agent, but that 
a saint should be led by the light of the Truth to deny his own 
existence. The knowledge gained is in the one case a matter of 
logic, in the other it becomes an inward experience. Let those 
who deem reason to be the cause of gnosis consider what reaSon 
affirms in their minds concerning the substance of gnosis, for 
gnosis involves the negation of ~hatever is affirmed by reason, 
i.e. whatever notion of God can be formed by reason, God is in 
reality something different. How, then, is there any room for 
-reason to arrive at gnosis by means of demonstration? Reason 
and imagination are homogeneous, and where genus is affirmed 
gnosis is denied. To infer the existence of-God from intellectual 
proofs is assimilation (tasltbih) , and to deny it on the same 
grounds is nullification (ta'#0. Reason cannot pass beyond 
these two principles, which in regard to gnosis are agnosticism, 
since neither of the parties professing them is Unitarian 
(muwa(t!tid). 

Therefore, when reason is gone as far as possible, and the 
souls of His lovers must needs search for Him, they rest 
helplessly without their faculties, and while they so rest they 
grow restless and stretch their hands in supplication and seek 
a relief for their souls; and when they have exhausted every 
manner of search in their ~he ower of God becomes' 
theirs, i.e. ey nd the way from Him to Hit:n.z-and are eased of 
the anguish of absence and set foot in the garden of intimacy 
and win to rest. And reason, when it sees that the souls have 
attained their desire, tries to exert its control, but fails; and 
when it fails it becomes distraught; and when it becomes 
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distraught it abdicates. Then God clothes it in the garinent of [ 
service (khidmat) and says to it: "While thou wert independent 
thou wert veiled by thy faculties and their exercise, and when 
these were annihilated thou didst fail, ~nd having failed thou 
didst .-ettain." Thus it is the allotted portion of the soul to be 
near unto God, and that of the reason is to do His service. 
God causes Mim to know Him through Himself with a know
ledge that is not linked to any faculty, a knowledge in which 

}he existence of Man is merely metaE.horical. Hence to the 
gnostic egoism is utter perfidy; his remembrance of God is 
without forgetfulness, and his gnosis is not empty words but 
actual feeling. 

Others, again, declare that gnosis is the result of inspiration 
(illuim). This also is impossible, because . gnosis supplies 
a criterion for distinguishing truth from falsehood. whereas the 
inspired have no such criterion. If one says, "I know by 
inspiration that God is in space," and another says, "I know 
by inspiration that He is not in space," one of these contra
dictory statements must be true, but a proof is necessary in 
order to decide where the truth lies. Consequently, this 
view, which is held by the Brahmans and the inspirationists 
(illtdmiYdn), falls to the ground. In the present age I have met 
a number of persons who carried it to an extreme and who 
connected their own position with the doctrine of religious men, 
but they are altogether in error, and their assertion is repugnant 
to all reasonable Moslems and unbelievers. If it be said that 
whatever conflicts with the sacred law is not inspiration, I reply 
that this argument is fundamentally unsound, because, if 
inspiration is to be judged and verified by the standard of the 
sacred law, then gnosis does not depend on inspiratic:m, but on 
law and prophecy and Divine guidance. 

Others assert that knowledge of God is intuitive (lan/rf). 
This also is impossible. Everything that is known in this way 
must be known in common by all reasonable men, and inasmuch 
as we see that some reasonable men deny the existence of God 
and hold the doctrines of assimilation (tashbilz) and nullification 
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(ta',il), it is pro,!,ed that knowledge of God is not intuitive. 
Moreover, if it were so, the principle of religious obligation 
(taklif) would be destroyed, for that principle cannot possibly 
be applied to object~ of intuitive knowledge, such as one's self, 
the heaven and the earth, day and night, pleasure and pain, etc., 
concerning the existence of which no reasonable man can have 
any doubt, and which he must know even against his will. But 
some aspirants to $ufiism, considering the absolute certainty 
(yaqln) which they feel, say: "We know God intuitively," 
giving the name of intuition to this certainty. Substantially 
they are right, but their expression is erroneous, because 
intuitive knowledge cannot be exclusively restricted to those 
who are perfect; on the contrary, it belongs to all reasonable 
men. Furthermore, it appears in the minds of living creatures 
without any means or evidence, whereas the knowledge of God 
is a means (sababi). But Master Abu 'Ali Daqqaq and Shaykh 
Abu Sahl $u'luk{ 1 and his father, who was a leading religious 
authority at Nishapur, maintain that the beginning of gnosisis 
demonstrative and that its end is intuitive, just as technical 
knowledge is first acquired and . finally becomes instinctive. 
" Do not you perceive," they say, "that in Paradise knowledge 
of God becomes intuitive? Why should it not become intuitive 
in this world too? And the Apostles, when they heard the 
word of God, either immediately or from the mouth of an angel 
or by revelation, knew Him intuitively." I reply that the 
inhabitants of Paradise know God intuitively in Paradise, 
because in Paradise no religious obligation is imposed, and 
the Apostles have no fear of being separated from God a~ the 
last, but enjoy the same security as those who know Him 
intuitively. The excellence of gnosis and faith lies in their 
being hidden; when they are made visible, faith becomes 
compulsory (jabr), and there is no longer any free will in regard 
to its visible substance ('ayn), and the foundations of the religious 
law are shaken, and the principle of apostasy is annulled, so 

I See No/altaI, No. 373. 
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that Bal'am 1 and IbHs and Bar~{~a 2 cannot properly be described 
as infidels, for it is generally allowed that they had knowkdge 
of God. The gnostic, while he remains a gnostic, has no fear of 
being separated from God; separation is produced by the loss 
of gnosis, but intuitive knowledge cannot conceivably be lost. 
This doctrine is full of danger to the vulgar. I n order that YOll 

may avoid it~ evil c()nsequences YOll must know that Man\ 
knowledge and his gnosis of God depend entirely on the 
information and eternal guidance of the Truth. Man's certainty 
in gnosis may be now greater and now less, but the principle of 
gnosis is neither increased nor diminished, since in either case 
it would be impaired. You must not let blind conformity enter 
into your knowledge of God, and you must know Him through 
His attributes of perfection. This can be attained only through 
the providence and favour of God, who has absolute control of 
our minds. If He so will, He makes one of His a.ctions a guide 
that shows us the way to Himself, and if He will otherwise, He 
makes that same action an obstacle that prevents us from 
reaching Him. Thus Jesus was to some a guide that led them 
to gnosis, but to others he was an obstacle that hindered them 
from gnosis; the former party said, "This is the servant of 
God," and the latter said, "This is the son of God." Similarly, 
some were led to God by idols and by the sun and moon, while 
others were led astray. Such guides are a means of gnosis, but 
not the immediate cause of it, and one means is no better than 
another in relation to Him who is the author of them all. The 
gnostic's affirmation of a means is a sign of dualism (zullIzdr), 
and .. regard to anything except the object of knowledge is 

J?olytheism (shirk). When a man is doomed to perdition in the 
Preserved Tablet, nay, in the will and knowledge of God, how 
can any proof and demonstration lead .him aright? The most 
high God, as He pleases and by whatever means He pleases, 
shows· His servant the way to Himself and opens to him the 

) See Baydawi on Kor, vii, 174. 
2 See Goldziher & Landberg, Die Legende VOIll Monch Bat'fifa (1896), and 

M. Hartmann, Det' heilige Bat'{i{a in Det' Islalllische Orimt (1905), i, 23- 8. 

T 

,I 
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door of gnosis, so that he attains to a degree where the very · 
essence of gnosisappears alien (ghayr) and its attributes become 
noxious to him, and he is veiled by his gnosis from the object 
known and real!zes that his gnosis is a pretension (da'wd). 
Dhu 'I-Nun the Egyptian says: "Beware lest thou make 
pretensions to gnosis," and it has been said in verse-

II "TIle gnostics pretend to knowledge, 
t But.l avow ig1lorance,' that is 1?IJI knowledge." 

Therefore do not claim gnosis, lest thou perish in thy pretension, 
but cleave to the reality thereof, that thou mayest be saved. 

1(
\\1hei1 anyone is hono. ured by the revelation of the Divine 
majesty, his existence becomes a plague to him and all his 
attributes a source of corruption. He who belongs to God and 
to whom God belongs is not connected with anything in the 

.universe. The real gist of gnosls IS to recognize that to God is 
..the kingdom. . When a man knows that all possessions are in~ 

tl
the absolute control of God, what further business has he with 

\ 
mankind, that he should be veiled from God by them or by 
himself? All such veils are the result of ignorance. As soon 
as ignorance is annihilated, they vanish, and this life is made 
equal in rank to the life here~fter. 

SECTl()N. 

N ow, for instruction's sake, I will mention some of the 
numerous sayings which the Shaykhs have uttered on this 
subject. 

'Abdallah b. Mubarak says: "Gnosis consists in not being 
astonished by anything," because astonishment arises from an 
act exceeding the power of the doer, and inasmuch as God is 
omnipotent it is impossible that a gnostic should be astonished 
by His acts. If there be any room for astonishment, one must 
needs marvel that God exalts a handftd of earth to such a 
degree that it receives His commands, and a drop of blood to 
such an eminence that it discourses of love and knowledge of 
Him, and seeks vision of Him, and desires ~nion with Him. 
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Dhu 'I-Nun the Egyptian says: "Gnosis is 111 reality God's 
providential communication of the spiritual light to our inmost 
hearts," i.e., until God, in His providence, 'illuminates the heart 
of Man and keeps it from contamination, so that all created 
things have not even the worth of a mustard-seed in his heart, 

. the contemplation of Divine mysteries, both inward and out
ward, does not overwhelm him with rapture; but when God 
has done this, his every look becomes an act of contemplation 
(mu.shdlladat). ShibH says: "Gnosis is continual amazement 
Utayrat)." Amazement is of two · kinds: (I) amazement at 
the essence and (2) amazement at the quality. The former is 
polytheism and infidelity, because no gnostic can possibly be in 
doubt concerning the essential nature of God; but the latter is 
gnosis, because the quality of God lies beyond reason's scope. 
Hence a certain one said: "0 Guide of the amazed, increase 
my amazement!" In the first place, he affirmed the existence .. 
of God and the perfection of His attributes, and recognized that 
He is the object of men's search and the accomplisher of their 
prayers and the author of their amazement; then he asked for 
increase of amazement and recognized that in seeking God the 
reason has no alternative between amazement and polytheism. 
This sentiment is very fine. It may be, again, that knowledge 
of God's being involves amazement at one's own being, because 
when a man knows God he sees himself entirely subdued by 
the Divine omnipotence; and since his existence . depends on 
God and his non-existence proceeds from God, and his rest and 
motion are produced by the power of God, he becomes amazed, 
saying: 0VhQ and what am.J?" , In this sense the Apostle 
said: "He who knows himself bas . come to know his Lord," 
i.e. he who knows himself to be annihilated knows God to 
be eternally subsistent. Annihilation destroys reason and all 
human attributes, and when the substance of a thing is not 

~ . ~ 

~cessible to re~sQn .Jt cannot possibll be known without 
amazem~t. Abu Yazfd said: '" Gnosis 'consists in knowi;g 
that the motion and rest of mankind depend on God," and that 
without His permission no one has the least control of His 
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kingdom, and that no one can perform any action until He 
creates the ability to act and puts the will to act in his heart, 
and that human actions are metaphorical and that God is the 
real agent. Mul:tammad b. \Vasi' says, describing the gnostic : 
"His words are few and his amazement perpetual," because 
only finite things admit of being expressed in words, and since 
the infinite cannot be expressed it leaves no resource except 
perpetual amazement. Shibli says: '~Real gnosis is the inability 
to attain gnosis,". Le. inability to know a thl11g, to the real 

\ nature of which a man has no clue except the impossibility of 

I attaining it. Therefore, in attaining it, he will rightly take 110 

credit to himself, because inability (',yz) is search, and so long 
as he depends 011 his own faculti€s and attributes, he cannot 
properly be described by that term; and when these faculties 
and attributes depart, then his state is not inability, but 
annihilatioIl,:... Some pretenders, while affirming the attributes of 
humanity and the subsistence of the obligation to decide with 
sound judgment (taklif b{l-~l!I(t{lt-z' kh£tdb) and the -authority 
maintained over them by God's proof, declare that gnosis is 
impotence, and that they are impotent and unable to attain 
anything. I reply: "In search of what thing have you become 
so helpless?" - Impotence ('aJz) has two signs, which are not to 
be found in you: firstly, the annihilation of the faculties of 
search, and secondly, the manifestation of the glory of God 
(tajalli). Where, the annihilation of the faculties takes place, 
there is no outward expression ('z'bdrat); ~nd where the glory 
of God is revealed, no clue can be given and no discrimination 
is conceivable. ' Hence one who is impotent does not know 
that he is so, or that the state attributed to him is called 

, impotence. How should he know this? Impotence is other 

\
\ 1 than God, a~d the affirmation of knowledge of other, than God 
I ' IS not gnosts; and so long as there is room in the heart for 

, , aught except God, or the possibility of expressing aught except 
God, true gnosis has not been attained. The gnostic is not 
a gnostic until he turns aside from all that is not God. Abu 
I:Iaf~ I:Iaddad says: "Since I have known God, neither truth 

y . ------ . '-
• 
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nor falsehood has entered my heart." \Vhen a man feels desire 
;nd passiOn he turns to the soul (dit) in order that it may guide 
him to the lower soul (nafs) , which is the seat of falsehood; 
and when he finds the evidence of gnosis, he also turns to the 
soul in order that it may guide him to the spirit, which is 
the source of truth and reality. But when aught except G6d 
enters the soul, the gnostic, if he turns to it, commits an act of 
agnosticism. There is a great difference between one who --'-'-----
turns to the soul and one who turns to God. Abu Bakr Wasitf 
says: "He who knows God is cut off from all things, nay, he is 
dumb and abject (kharisa wa-'nqallla'a)," i.e. he is unable to 
express anything and all his attributes are annihilated. So the 
Apostle, while he was in the state of absence, said: "I am the 
most eloquent of the Arabs and non-Arabs"; but when he was 
borne to the presence of God, he said: "I know not how to 
utter Thy praise." Answer came: "0 Muhammad, if thou 
~eakest not, I will speak; if thou deemest thyself unworthy to 
praise Me, I will make the universe thy deputy, that all its 
atoms may praise Me in thy name." 
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is placed, because a lover lightly bears whatever his beloved 
metes out to him-honour or disgrace, pain or pleasure, fai'r 
treatment or foul ". According to others, ma!zabbat is derived 
from !zabb, the plural of !zabbat, and !zabbat is the core of the 
heart, where love resides. In this case, ma!zabbat is called by 
the name of its dwelling-place, a principle of which there are 
numerous examples in Arabic. Others derive it from !zaMb, 
"bubbles of water · and the effervescence thereof in a heavy 
rainfall," because love is the effervescence of the heart in longing 
for union with the beloved. As the body subsists through the 
spirit, s? the heart subsists through . love, and love subsists 
through vision of, and union with, the beloved. Others, again, 
declare that !zubb is a name applied to pure loVe, because the 
Arabs call the pure white of the human eye !zabbat al-illsdn, 
just as they call the pure black (core) of the heart fiabbat 
al-qalb: the latter is the seat of love, the former of vision. 
Hence the heart and the eye are rivals in love, as the poet says: 

"My heart envies mine eye the pleasur.e of seeiizg, 
And mt·lle eye envies my heart the pleasure of meditating." 

SECTION. 

You must know that the term" love" (ma!zabbat) is used by 
theologians in three significations. Firstly, as meaning restless. 
desire for the object of love, and inclination and passion-, in 
which sense it refers only to created beings and their mutual 
affection towards one another, but cannot be applied to _God, 
who is exalted fa~ · above anything of this sort. Secondly, as 
meaning God's beneficence and His conferment of special 
privileges on those whom He chooses and causes to attain the 
perfection of saintship and peculiarly distinguishes by diverse 
kinds of His miraculous grace. Thirdly, as meaning praise 
which God bestows on a man for a good action (thand-yijamfl).l 

Some scholastic philosophers say that God's love, which He 
has made known to us, belongs to those traditional attributes, 

I Cf. Qushayri (Cairo, 1318 A.H.), 170, 14 sqq. 
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like His face and His hand and His settling Himself firmly on 
His throne (£stiwaj, of which the existence from the standpoint 
of reason would appear to be impossible if they had not been 
proclaimed as Divine attributes in the Koran and the Sunna. 
Therefore we affirm them and believe in them, but suspend our 
own judgment concerning them. These scholastics mean . to 
deny that the term "love" can be applied to God in all the 
senses which I have· mentioned. I will now explain to you the 
truth of this matter. 

God's love of Man is His good will towards him and His 
having mercy on him. Love is one of the names of His will 
(irddM), like "satisfaction ", "anger ", "mercy", etc., · and His 
will is an etefnal attribute whereby He wills His actions. In 
short, God's love towards .Man consists in showing much favour 
to him, and giving him a recompense in this world and the next, 
and maJdng him secure from punishment and keeping him safe 
from sin, and bestowing on him . lofty" states" and' exalted 
"stations" and causing him to turn his thoughts away from all 
that is other than God. When God peculiarly distinguishes 
anyone in this way, that specialization 0 is will is called love. 
This is the doctrine of J:Iarith 'MuJ:!:isibl and Junayd and a large 
number of the $uf{ Shaykhs as well as of the lawyers belonging 
to both the sects j and most of the Sunnl scholastics hold the 
same opinion. As regards their assertion that Divine love is 
"praise given to a man for a good action" (thalZd-yi jallzit bar 
banda), God's praise is His word (katdm), which is uncreated j 

and as regards their assertion that Divine love means 
"beneficence ", His beneficence consists in His actions. Hence 
the different views are substantially in. close relation to each 
other. 

Man's love towards God is a quality which manifests itself in 
the heart- of the pious believer, in the form of veneration and 
magnification, so that he seeks to' satisfy his Beloved and 
becomes impatient and restless in his desire for vision of Him, 
and cannot rest with anyone except Him, and grows familip.r 
wit~ the remembrance (dlzikr) of Him, and abjures the 

f 



CHAPTER XXI. 

THE UNCOVERING OF THE SEVENTH VEIL: ON FASTING 

(al-~awm). 

God hath said: ." 0 believers, fasting is prescribed unto you" 
(Kor. ii, 179). And the Apostle said that he was informed 
by Gabriel that God said: "Fasting is mine, and I have the 
best right to give recompense for it" (al-~awm Ii wa-ana ajzd 
bz'lu),l J>ecause the religious practice of fasting is a mystery 
unconnected with ai1yexternal thing, a mystery in which none 

,other than God earticipates: hence its recompense is infinite. 
It has been said that mankind enter Paradise through God's 
mercy, and that their rank therein depends on their religious 
devotion, and that their abiding therein for ever is the recom
pense of their fasting, because God said: "I have the best right 
to give recompense for it." J unayd said: "Fasting is half of 
the Way." I have seen Shaykhs who fasted without inter
mission, "and others who fasted only during the month of 
Ramac;lan: the former were seeking recompense, and the latter 
were renouncing self-will and ostentation. Again, I have seen 
otllers who fasted and were not conscious of anyone and ate only 
when food was set before them.· This is more in accordance 
with the Sunna. It is related that the Apostle came to 'A'isha 
and I:Iaf~a, who said to him: "We have kept some dates and 
butter ([tays) for thee." "Bring it," said he j " I was intending 
to fast, but [ will fast another day instead." I have seen others 
who fasted on the" white days" (from the I 3th to the I 5th of 
every month), and on the ten (last nights) of the blessed month ' 
(Ramac;lan), and also during Rajab, Sha'ban, and Ramac;lan. 
Others I ha.ve seen who observed the fast of David, which the 

I The usual reading is ajzl, "I give recompense," but the Persian translation, 
bajaui-yi an man awid/aram, is equivalent to alla ajui billi. 
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Apostle called the best of fasts, i.e. they fasted one day and I 
broke their fast the next day. Once I came into the presence 
of Shaykh A~mad Bukhari. He had a dish of sweetmeat 
(ftalwi) before him, from which he was eating, and he made 
a sign to me that I should do the same. As is the way of 
young men, I answered (without consideration) that I was 
fasting. He asked why. I said: "In conformity with such 
and such' a one," He said: "It is not right for human being~ 
to conform wjth human beings." I was about to break my fast, 
but he said: "Since you wish to be quit of conformity with ::1 
him, do not conform with me, for I too am a human being." 

., f 

Fasting is really abstinence, and this includes the whole method ~ 

of $ufiism (!arfqat). The least degree in fasting is. hunger, IJ 

which is God's food on earth, and is universally commended 
in the eye of the law and of reason. One month's continual 
fasting is incumbent on every reasonable Moslem who has 
attained to manhood. The fast begins on the appearance of 
th. e moon of Rama<;lan,and continues until the appearance of t 
the moon of Shawwal, and for every day a sincere intention I 
and firm obligation are necessary. Abstinence involves many 
obligations, e:g., keeping the belly without food and drink, and 
guarding the eye from lustful looks, and the ear from listening 
to evil speech about anyone in his absence, and the tongue from 
vain or foul words, and the body from following after worldly 
things and disobedience to God. One who acts in this manner 
is truly keeping his fast, for the Apostle said to a certain man, 
" When you fast, let your ear fast and your eye and your tongue 
and your hand and every limb;" and he also said, "Many , 
aone has no good of his fasting except hunger and thirst." 

I dreamed that I saw the Apostle and asked him to give me 
a word of counsel, and that he replied: "Imprison thy tongue 
and thy senses." To imprison the senses is complete self
mortification, because all kinds of knowledge are acquired 
through the five senses: sight, hearing, taste, smell, and touch. 
Four of the senses havea particular locus, but the fifth, namely 
touch, is spread over the whole body. Everything that becomes 

y 
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known to human beings passes through these five doors, except 
intuitive knowledge and Divine inspiration, and in each sense 
there is a purity and an impurity; for, just as they are open to 
knowledge, reason, and spirit, so they are open to imagination 
and passion, being organs which partake of piety and sin and of 
felicity and misery. Therefore it behoves him who is keeping 
~fast to imp.0.on all the ~1ses in order that they may return 
from disobedience to obedience. To abstain only from food 
~k 1S child's play. One must abstain from idle pleasures 
and unlawful acts, not from eating lawful food. I marvel at 
those who say that they are keeping a voluntary fast and yet 
fail to perform an obligatory duty. Not to commit sin is 
obligatory, whereas continual fasting is an apostolic custom 
(which may be observed or neglected). \:Vh.en a man is 
divinely protected from sin all his circumstances are a fast. 
It is related by Abu TalJ:1a al-Malik{ that Sahl b. 'Abdallah 
of Tustar was fasting on the day of his birth and also on the 
day of his death, because he was born in the forenoon and 
tasted no milk until the evening prayer, and on the day of his 
decease he was keeping a fast. But continual fasting (nlza-i 
wi~dl) has been forbidden by the Apostle, for when he fasted 
continually, and his Companions conformed with him in that 
respect, he forbade them, saying: "I am not as one of you: 
I pass the night with my Lord, who gives me food and drink." 
The votaries of self-mortification assert that this prohibition 
was an act of indulgence, not a veto declaring such fasts to 
be unlawful, and others regard them as being contrary to the 
Sunna, but the fact -is that continuance (wzjdl) is impossible, 
because the day's fast is interrupted by night or, at any rate, 
does not continue beyond a certain period. It is related that 
Sahl b. 'Abdallah of Tustar used to eat only once in fifteen 
days, and when the month of Rama<;lan arrived he ate nothing 
until the Feast, and performed four hundred bowings in prayer 
every night. This exceeds the li~it of human endurance, and 
cannot be accomplished by anyone without Divine aid, which 
itself becomes his nourishment. It is well known that Shaykh 
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Abu N a~r Sarraj,l the author of the Luma', 2 who was surnamed 
the Peacock of the Poor (Td'lls al-fuqard), came to Baghdad in 
the month of Rama(;ian, and was given a private chamber in the 
~hun{ziyya mosque, and was appointed to preside over the 
dervishes until the Feast. During the nightly prayers of 
Rama<;lan (tardwtft) he recited the whole Koran five times. 
Every night a servant brought a loaf of bread to his room. 
When he departed, on the day of the Feast, the servant found 
all the thirty loaves untouched. 'All b. Bakkar relates that 
I:Iaf~ Mi~~{sl ate nothing in Rama<;lan except on the fifteenth 
day of that month. We are told that Ibrahim Adham fasted 
from the beginning to the end of Rama<;lan, and, although it 
was the month of Tammuz (July), worked every day as 
a harvester and gave his _wages to the dervishes, and prayed 
from nilLhtfall to daybreak; they watcbed him closely and saw 
that he neither ate nor slept. It is said that Shaykh Abu 
'Abdallah Khaflf during his life kept forty uninterrupted fasts 
of forty days, and I have met with an old man who used 
annually to keep two fasts of forty days in the desert. ~ was 
present at the death-bed of Danishmand Abu Mul).ammad 
Banghari; he had tasted no food for eighty days and had 
no_t missed a single occasion of public worship. At Merv 
there were two spiritual directors; one was called Mas'ud and 
the other was Shaykh Abu 'AU Siyah. Mas'ud sent a message 
to Abu 'AH, saying: "How long shall we make empty 
pretensions? Come, let us sit fasting for forty days." Abu 
'AI{ replied: "No; let us eat three times a day and never
theless require only one purification during these forty days." 
The difficulties of this question are not yet removed. Ignorant 
persons conclude that continuance in fasting is possible, while 
physicians allege that such a theory is entirely baseless. I will 
now explain the matter in full. To fast continuously, without 
infringing the Divine command, is a miracle (kardmat). 
Miracles have a special, not a general, application : if they 
were vouchsafed to all, faith would be an act of necessity 

\ Nafa~dt, No. 353· ~ "Brilliancies." Naf. entitles it M..l. 
, I 
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(jabr) and gnostics would not be recompensed on account of 
gnosis. The Apostle wrought evidentiary miracles (mu'ji'zdt) 
and therefore divulged his continuance in fasting; but he 
forbade the saints (ahl-z' kardmat) to divulge it, because 
a kardmat involves concealment, whereas a mu'ji'zat involves 
revelation. This is a clear distinction between the miracles 
performed by Apostles and those performed by saints, and 
will be sufficient for anyone who is divinely guided. The 
forfy days' fasts (chz'lla) of the saints are derived from the fast 
of Moses (Kor. vii, 138). When the saints desire to hear the 
word of God spiritually, "they remain fasting for forty days. 
After thirty days have passed they rub their teeth; then they 
fast ten days more, and God speaks to their hearts, because 
whatever the prophets enjoy openly the saints may enjoy 
secretly. Now, hearing the word of God is not compatible 
with the subsistence of the natural temperament: therefore the 
four humours must be deprived of food and drink for forty days 
in order that they may be utterly subdued, and that the purity 
of love and the subtlety of the spirit may hold absolute sway. 

Chapter on Hunger and matters c01lllected with it. 

Hunger sharpens the intelligence and improves the mind 
and health. The Apostle said: "Make your bellies hungry 
and your livers thirsty and your bodies naked, that perchance 

r your hearts may see God in this world." Although hunger 
is an affliction to the body, it illumines the heart and purifies 
the soul, and leads the spirit into the presence of God. To 
eat one's fill is an act worthy of a beast. One who cultiva~es 
his spiritual nature by means of hunger, in order to devote 
himself entirely to God and detach himself fro~ worldly ties, 
is not on the same level with one who _cultivates his· body by 
means of gluttony, and serves his lusts. "The men of old 
ate to live, but ye live to eat." For the sake of a morsel of 
food Adam fell from Paradise, and was banished far from the 
neighbourhood of God. 

He whose hunger is compulsory is not really hungry, because 
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one · who desires to eat after God has decreed the contrary 
is virtually eating; the merit of hunger belongs to him who 
abstains from eating, not to him who is debarred from eating. 
Kattan{ 1 says: "The novice shall sleep only when he is 
overpowered by slumber, and speak only when he must, and 
eat only when he is starving." According to some, starvation 
-(fdqa) involves abstention from food for two days and nights; 
others say three days and nights, or a week, or forty days, 
because true mystics believe that a sincere man (~ddiq) is only 
once hungry in forty days; his hunger merely serves t() keep 
him alive, and all hunger besides is natural appetite and vanity. 
You must know that all the veins in the bodies of gnostics 
are evidences of the Divine mysteries, and that their hearts 
~15y VISIOns of the Most High, Their hearts are -doors opened in tl;1eir breasts, and at these doors are stationed 

reason and pa$sion: reason is -reinforced by the spirit, and 

passi·on by the lower soul. The more the natural humours are \ 
nourished by food, the stronger does the lower soul become, 
and the more impetuously is passion diffused through the 
members of the body; and in every vein a different kind of 
veil Vtijdbl) is produced. But when food is withheld from the 
lower soul it grows weak, and the reason gains strength, and 
the mysteries and evidences of God becom~ more visible, 
until, whell the lower soul is unable to work and passion is 
annihilated, every vain desire is effaced in the manifestation 
of the Truth, and the seeker of God <l:ttains to the whole of 
his desire. It is related that Abu 'l-'Abbas Qa~~ab said: "My 
obedience and disobedience depend on two cakes of bread: 
when I eat I find in myself the stuff of every sin, but when 
I abstain from eating I find in myself the foundation of every 
act of piety." The fruit of hunger is contemplation of God 
(mushdltadat), of which the forerunner is mortification (mujd
h~dat). Repletion combined with contemplation is better than 
hunger combined with mortific'ation, beGause contemplation is 
the battlecfield of men, whereas mortification is the playground 

of children. 
I Nafakdt, No. 215 . 
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a youth who stood silent with bowed head while all the people 
were praying aloud, and I asked him why he did not pray 

_ like them. He answered that he was in great distress, having 
lost the spiritual state (waqtf) which he formerly enjoyed, 
and that he could by no means cry aloud unto God. I said: 
'Pray, in order that through the blessings of this multitude 
God may accomplish thy desire.' He was about to lift up 
his hands and pray, when suddenly he uttered a shriek and 
'died on the spot." Dhu 'I-Nun the Egyptian says: "At Mini 
I saw a young man sitting quietly while the people were 
engaged in the sacrifices. I looked at him to see what he 
was doing.· He cried: '0 God, all the people are offering 
sacrifice. I wish to sacrifice my lower soul to Thee; do Thou 
accept it.' Having spoke!?, he pointed with his forefinger to 
his throat and fell dead- may God have mercy on him! " 

Pilgrimages, then, are of two kinds: (I) in absence ({rom 
God) and (2) in presence (of God).' Anyone who is absent 
from God at ~ecca is in the same position as if he were absent 
from God in his own house, and anyone who is present with 
God in his own house is in the same position as if he were 
present with God at Mecca. Pilgrimage is an act of mortifica
tion (mujdlzadat) for the sake of obtaining contemplation 
(mushdltada!j, and mortification does not become the direct 
cause of contemplation, but is only a means to it. Therefore, 
inasmuch as a means has no further effect on the reality of 
things, the true object of pilgrimage is not to visit the Ka'ba, 
but to obtain contemplation of God. 

Chapter 011 Contemplation . 

. The Apostle said: " Make your bellies hungry and your livers 
thirsty and leave the world alone, that perchance ye may see 
God with your hearts"; and he also said, "Worship God as 
though thou sawest Him, for if thou dost not see Him, yet He 
sees thee." God said to David: "Dost thou know what is 
knowledge of Me? It is the life of the heart in contemplation 
of Me." By" contemplation" the $uHs mean spiritual vision of 
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God III public and private, without asking how or in what 
manner. Abu 'l-'Abbas b. 'Ata says in reference to the words 
of God: "As to those who say, 'Our Lord is God,' and who 
become steadfast" (Kor. xli, 30), i.e. "they say 'Our Lord is 
God' in self-mortification and they' become steadfast' on the 
carpet of contemplation ". 

There are really two kinds of contemplation. 
is the result of perfect faith (#!tItat-z' yaqin), 

The former 
the latter of 

rapturous love, for in the rapture of love a man attains to such 
a degree that his whole being is absorbed in the thought of 
his Beloved and he sees nothing else. Mul?ammad b. Wasi" 
says: "I never saw anything without seeing God therein," 
i.e. through perfect faith. This vision is froni. God to His 
creatures. ShibH says: "I never saw anything except God," 
i.e. in the rapture of love and the fervour of contemplation. 
One sees the act with his bodily eye and, ashe looks, beholds 
the Agent with his spiritual eye j another is rapt by love of 
the Agent from all things else, so that he sees only the Agent. 
The one method is demonstrative (istz'dldli), the other is ecstatic 
(jad/IM). In the former case, a manifest proof is derived from 
the evidences of God; in the latter case, the seer is en.raptured 
and transported by desire: evidences and verities are a veil to 
him, because he who knows a thing does not reverence aught 
besides, and he who loves a thing does not regard aught 
besides, but renounces contention with God and interference 
with Him in His decrees and His acts. God hath said of the 
Apostle at the time of his Ascension: "Hz's eyes dz'd not swerve 
or transgress" (Kor. liii, 17), on account of the intensity of his 
l()nging for God. When the lover turns his . eye away from 
created things, he will inevitably see the Creator with his 
heart. God hath said : "Tell the believers to close thez'r eyes" 
(Kor. xxiv, 30), i.e. to close their bodily eyes to lusts and 
their spiritual eyes to created things. He who is most sincere 
in self-mortification is most firmly grounded in contemplation 
for inward contemplation is connected with outward mortifica
tion. Sahl b. 'Abdallah ·of Tustar says: "If anyone shuts his 
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eye to God for a single moment, he will never be rightly 
guided all his life long," because to regard other than God is 
to be handed over to other than God, and one who is left at 
the mercy of other than God is lost. Therefore the life 0 

contemplatives is the time during which they enjoy contem
plation (l1ll1slldhadat): time spent in seeing ocularly (mu'd/anal) 
they do not reckon as life, for that to them is really death. 
Thus, when Abu Yazld was asked how old he was, he replied: 

"Four years." They said: "How can that be?" He answered: ( 
"I have been veiled. (from ?od) by this Vlorld for seventy ye~rs, 
but I have seen HIm dUring the last four years: the period 

j n which one is veiled does not belong to one's life." ShibH 
cried in his prayers: "0 God, hide Paradise and Hell in Thy 
unseen places, that Thou mayest be worshipped disinterestedly." 
One who is forgetful of God nevertheless worships Him, through 
faith, because human nature has an interest in Paradise; but 
inasmuch as the heart has no interest in loving God, one who 

-rs for etful of God is d om contem latin Him. The 
Apostle told' 'isha that he did not see God on the night of 
the Ascension, but Ibn 'Abbas relates that the Apostle told 
him that he saw God on that occasion. Accordingly, this 
remains a matter of controversy; but in saying that he did 
not see God the Apostle was referring to his bodily eye, 
whereas in <saying the contrary he was referring to his spiritual 
eye. Since 'A'isha was a formalist and Ibn 'Abbas a spiritualist, 
the Apostle spoke with each of them according to their insight. 
J unayd said: "If God should say to me, ' Behold Me,' I should 
reply, ' I will not behold Thee,' because in love the eye is other 
(than God) and alien: the jealousy of other-ness would' prevent 

,lDe from beholding tlim. Since in this world I was wont to 
behold Him -without the mediation of the eye, how should 
I use such mediation in the next world?" 

"Truly, I envy mine eye the sigllt of Tllee, 
And I close mine eye wllm I look on Tllee." 

Junayd was asked: "Do you wish to see God?" He said: 
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II " No." They asked why. He answered: "When Moses wished, 
he did not see Him, and when Mul).ammad did not wish, he 
saw Him." Our wishing is the greatest of the veils that hinder. 
us from seeing God, because in love the existence of self-will is 
disobedience, and disobedience is a veil. When self-will vanishes 

..ill this world, contemplation is attained, and when contemplatiOl~ 
is firmly established, there is no difference between this world 
and the next. Abu Yaz{dsays: "God has servants who would 
apostatize if they were veiled from Him in this world or in the 
next," i.e. He sustains them with perpetual <:ontemplation and 
keeps them alive with the life of love; and ~hen one who enjoys 

. '-'" .. 
revelation is deprived of it, he necessarily becomes an apostate. 
' Dhu 'I-Non says: "One day, when I was journeying in Egypt, 
I saw some boys who were throwing stones at a young man. 
I asked them what they wanted of him. They said: 'He is 
mad.' I asked how his madne~s showed itself, ' and they told 
me that he pretended to see God. I turned to the young man 
and inquired whether he had really said this. He answered: 
'I say that if I should not see God for one moment, I should 
remain veiled and should not be obedient towards Him.''' 
Some $Ufls have fallen into the mistake of supposing that 
spiritual vision and contemplation represent such an idea 
(~uratl) of God as is formed in the· mind by the imagination 
either from memory or reflection. This is utter anthropo
morphism (tasltblh) and manifest error. God is not finite that 
the imagination should be able to define Him or that the 
intellect should comprehend His r.ature. Whatever can be 
imagined is homogeneous with the intellect, but God is not 
homogeneous with any genus, although in relation to the 
Eternal all phenomenal objects- subtle and gross alike- are 
homogeneous with each other notwithstanding their mutual 
contrariety. Therefore contemplation in this world resembles 
vision of God in the. next world, and since ' the Companions of 

. the Apostle (a~J.t.db) are unanimously agreed that vision is 
possible hereafter, contemplation is possible here. Those who 
tell of contemplation either in this or the other world only say 
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that it is possible, not that they have enjoyed or now enjoy it, \ 
because c~ntemplation is an attribute of the heart (sz'rr) and 
cannot be expressed by the tongue except metaphorically. 
Hence silence ranks higher than speech, for silence is' a sign 
of contemplation · (mushdhadat), whereas speech is a sign of 
ocular testimony (shahdda~). Accordingly the Apostle, when 
he attamed proximity to God, said: "I cannot tell Thy praise," 
because he was in contemplation, and c.ontemplation in the 
degree of love is perfect unity (yagdnagi), and any . outward 
expression in unity is other-ness (blgdnagt). Then he said: 
"Thou hast praised Thyself," i.e. Thy words are mine, and Thy 
praise is mine, and I do not deem my tongue capable of 
expressing what I feel. As the poet says: 

"I desired my beloved, but when I saw him 
I was dumbfounded and possessed' ndther tongue nor eye." 
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covered up the face of her idol in order that it might not 
witness her want of propriety. And when the Apostle was 
borne to Heaven at the Ascension, his observance of discipline 
restrained him from paying any regard either to this world 
or to the next. 

The second kind of discipline is that which is observed towards 
one's self in one's conduct, ' and which consists in avoiding, 
when one is in one's own company, any act that would be 
improper in the company of one's fellow-creatures or of God, 
e.g., one must not utter an untruth by declaring one's self to 
be what one is not, and o~le must eat little in order that one 
may seldom go to the lavatory, and one must not look at 
anything which it is not decent for others to see. It is related · 
that 'AU never beheld his own nakedness, because he was 
ashamed to see in himself what he was forbidden to see in 

others. 
The third kind of discipline is that which is observed in 

social iritercourse with one's fellow-creatures. The most 
important rule for such intercourse is to act well, and to 
obs~rve the custom of the Apostle at home and abroad. 

These three sorts of discipline cannot be separated from one 
another. Now I will set them forth in detail as far as possible, 
in order that you and all my readers may follow them more 

easily. 

Chapter on Companions/zip and matters connected therewith. 

God hath said: "Verily, the merciful God will bestow love on 
those who believe and do good works" (Kor. xix, 96), i.e., He 
will love them and cause them to be loved, because they do 
their duty towards their brethren and prefer them to themselves. 
And the Apostle said: "Three things render thy brother's 
love toward thee sincere: that. thou shouldst salute him when 
thou meetest him, and that thou shouldst make room for 
him when h<;! sits beside thee, and that thou shouldst call 
him by the name that he likes best," And God said, " The 
belz'evers are brethren: therefore reconcile your two brethren" 
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(Kor. xlix, 10); and the Apostle said, "Get many brethren, 
for yDUr .Lord is bashful ([lay!) and kind: He will he ashamed 
to punish His servant in the presence of his brethren on the 
Day of Resurrection." 

But companionship must be for God's sake, not for the 
_ purpose of gratifying the lower soul or any selfish interest, 
in order that a man may be divinely rewarded for observing 
the rules of companionship. Malik b. DInar said to his son
in-law, Mughlra b. Shu'ba: "If you derive no religious benefit 
from a brother · and friend, abandon his society, that you may 
be saved," i.e. associate either with one who is superior or with 
one who is inferior to yourself. In the former case you will 
derive benefit from him, and in the latter case the benefit will 
be mutual, since each will learn something from the other. 
Hence the Apostle said, "It is the whole of piety to instruct 
one who is ignorant;" and Ya~ya b. Mu'adh (al-Razl) said" 
" He is a bad friend to whom you need to say, 'Remember me 
in thy prayers'" (because a man ou ht always to pray for 

_anyone with whom he has associated even for a moment ; and , 

he is a bad friend with whom you cannofl tve except on con- ) 
dition of flattering · him (because candour is involved in the 
principle of companionship); and he is a bad fri~d to whom 
you need to apolo ize for a fault that you have committed 
(because apologies are made by strangers; and in companionship 
it is wrong to be on such terms). The Apostle said: "A man 
follows the religion of his friend: take heed, thereCore, with 
whom you form a friendship." . If he associates with the good, 
their society, will make him good, although he is bad; and if· 
he associates with ~he wicked, he will be wicked, although he is 
good, because he will be consenting to their wickedness. It 
is related that a man said, while he was circumambulating the 
Ka'ba, "0 God, make my brethren good!" On being asked 
why he did not implore a boon for himself in such a place, he 
replied: "I have brethren to whom I shall return; if they are 
good, I shall be good with them, and if they are wicked, I shall 
be wicked with them." 

z 
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The $Mi Shaykhs demand from each other the fulfilment of 
the duties of companionship and enjoin their disciples to require 
the same, so that amongst them companionship has become 
like a religious obligation. The Shaykhs have written many 
books explaining the rules of $Mi companionship j e.g., Junayd 
composed a \vork entitled Ta1f:zf(t al-irddat,l and A~mad b. 
Kha<;lruya of Balkh another, entitled Al-Ri'dyat bi-f:zuqltq 2 

Allah,s and Mu~ammad b. 'All of Tirmidh another, entitled 
Addb af.murfdin.4 Other exhaustive treatises on this subject 
have been written by Abu 'l-Qasim al-I:Ialdm,5 Abu Bakr 
al-Warraq, Sahl b. 'Abdallah (al-Tustad), Abu 'Abd al-Ra~man 
al-Sulami, and Master Abu 'l-Qasim Qushayd. All those 
writers are great authorities on $ufiism, but I desire that my 
book should enable anyone who possesses it to dispense with 
other books and, as I said in the preface, be sufficient in itself 
for you and for all students of the $Mi doctrine. I will now 
classify in separate chapters their various rules of discipline 
relating to conduct. 

Chapter concerning tlte Rules of Compmtz'ollship. 

Since you have perceived that the most important thing for 
the novice is companionship, the fulfilment of its obligations is 
necessarily incumbent on him. Solitude is fatal to the novice, 
for the Apostle said, "Satan is with the solitary, but he is 
farther away from two who are together;" and God hath said, 
" There is no private discourse among three perso1ls but God is tlte 
fourth of them" (Kor. lviii, 8). I have read in the Anecdotes 
that a disciple of J unayd imagined that he had attained to the 
degree of perfection, and that it was better for him to be alone. 
Accordingly he went into retirement and withdrew from the 
society of his brethren. At nightfall a camel used to appear, 
and he was told that it \\lould take him to Paradise; on 

1 "The Rectification of Discipleship." 
2 So all the texts, instead of the correct li.~uqrlq. 
a "The Observance of what is due to God." 
, "Rules of Conduct for Disciples. 
5 Nafa~dt, No. 129. 
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mounting it, he was conveyed to a pleasant demesne, with · 
beautiful inhabitants and delicious viands and flowing streams, 
where he stayed till dawn; then he fell asleep, and on waking 
found himself at the door of his cell. These experiences filled 
him with pride and he could not refrain from boasting of them. 
When J unayd heard the story he hastened to the disciple's cell, 
and having received from him a full account of what had 
passed, said to him: "To-night, when you come to that place, 
remember to say thrice, 'There is no strength or power but in 
God, the High, the Great.''' The same night he was carried 
off as usual, and though in his heart he did not believe Junayd, 
by way of trial he repeated those words thrice. The crew 
around him ~hrieked and vanished, and he found himself seated 
on a dunghill in the midst of rotten bones. He acknowledged 
his fault and repented and returned to companionship. 

The principle of the $Mis in companionship is that they 
should treat everyone according to his degree. Thus they treat 
old men with respect, like fathers; those of their own sort with 
agreeable familiarity, like brothers; and young men with 
affection, like· sons. They renounce hate, envy, and malice, 
and do not withhold sincere admonition from anyone. In 
companionship it is not permissible to speak evil of the absent, 
or to behave dishonestly, or to ,deny one another on account 
of any word or deed, because a companionship which is begun . 
for God's sake should not be cut short by human words or acts. 
The author says: "I asked the Grand ShaykhAbu 'l-Qasim 
Gurganf what obligations were involved in companionship. 
He replied: 'It involves this, that you should not seek your 
own interest; all the evils of companionship arise (rom selfish
ness. Solitude is be~ter for a selfish man. He who neglects 
his own interests and looks after the .interests of his companion 
hits the mark in companionship.''' A certain dervish relates 
as follows: "Once I set out from KMa to visit Mecca. On 
the way I met Ibrahim Khawwa~ and begged him to let me 
accompany him. He said: ' In companionship it is necessary 
that one should command and the other should obey: which . 
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. do you choose?' I answered: ' You be the commander.' He 
said: 'Now do not fail to comply with my orders.' When we 
arrived at the halting-place, he bade me sit down, and himself 
drew water from the well and, since the weather was cold, he 
gathered sticks and kindled a fire, and whenever I attempted 
to do anything he told me to sit down. At nightfall it began 
to rain heavily. He took off his patched frock and held it over 
my head all night. I was ashamed, but could not say a word 
on account of the condition imposed on me. When morning 
came, I said: 'To-day it is my turn to be commander.' He 
said: 'Very well.' As soon as we reached the halting-place, . 
he began to perform the same menial offices as before, and on 
my telling him not to disobey my orders he retorted that it 
was an act of disobedience to let one's self be served by one's 
commander. He continued to behave in this way until we 
arrived at Mecca j then I felt so ashamed that I fled from him. 
He espied me, however, at Mimi and said to me: ' 0 son, when 
you associate with dervishes see that you treat them in the 
same ~ashion as I treated you.''' 

Dervishes are divided into two classes: residents (lIlUqZ11ld1Z) 
and travellers (musdfirdll). According to the custom of the 
Shaykhs, the travelling dervishes ,should regard the. resident 
ones as superior to themselves, because they go to and fro in 
their own interest, while the resident dervishes have settled 
down in the service of God: in the former is the sign of search, 
r----"-----'--- . 
in the latter is the token of attainment; hence those who have 
~ .. -

found and settled down are superior to those who are stiil 
S"sclcing. Similarly, the resident dervishes ought to regard 
the travelling ones as superior to themselves, because they are 
laden with worldly encumbrances, while the travelling dervishes 
are unencumbered and detached from the world. Again, old 
men should prefer to themselves the YOllng, who are newer to 
the world and whose sins are less numerous j and young 
men should prefer to themselves the old, who have outstripped 
them in devotion and service. 
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SECTION. 

Culture (adab) really means "the collection of virtuous 
qualities", though in ordinary language · anyone is called 
"cultured" (adib) who is acquainted with Arabic ·philology and 
grammar. But the $Mis define culture as "d welling with praise
worthy qualities ", and say that it means" to act with propriety 
towards (iod in public and priyate"; if you act thus, you are 
"cultured ", even if you are a foreigner (i.e. a non-Arab), and if 
not, you are the opposite. Those who have knowledge are in 
every case more honoured than those who have intelligence. 
A certain Shaykh was asked: "What does culture involve?" 
He said: "I will answer you by quoting a definition whicli I have 
heard, ' If you speak, your speech will be sincere, and if you act, 
your actions will be true.''' An excellent distinction has been 
made by Shaykh Abu Na!?r Sarraj, the author of the Dl1lla', 
who says: "As regards culture (adab), there are three classes 
of mankind. Firstly, worldlings, whose culture mainly consists 
in eloquence and rhetoric and learning and knowledge of the 
nightly conversations (as11ldr I) of kings and Arabic poetry. 
Secondly, the religious, whose culture chiefly consists in 
disciplining the lower ' soul and correcting the limbs and 
observing- the -legal ordinances and renouncing lusts. Thirdlr, 
the elect (i.e. the Sufl0. whose culture consists for the most part 
in spiritual purity and keeRi!!g watch over their hearts a~ 
fulfilling their promises and guarding the' state' iri which they 
are and paying no heed to extraneous suggestions and behaving 
·with propriety in the positions of search (for God), in the stat$.?
;;f presence (with God), and in the stations of proximity to 
Go This saying is comprehensive. The different matters 
which it includes are discussed in several place,s in this book. 

Chapter on the Rules of Companionsnip affecting Residents. 

_ Dervishes who choose to reside, and not to travel, are bound 
to observe the following rules of discipline. When a traveller 

1 Another reading is aS1IIa, "names," but I find osmar in the MS. of the Kitdb 
ol-Lu/1Ia' belonging to Mr. A. G. Ellis, where this passage occurs on f. 63a. 
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of 'Iraq, I was restlessly occupied (tdp'dkf mfkarda11l) in seeking 
wealth and squandering it, and I had run largely into debt. 
Everyone who wanted anything turned to me, and I was 
troubled and at a loss to .know how I could accomplish their 
desires. An eminent person wrote to me as follows: "Beware 
lest you distract your mind from God by satisfying the wishes 
of those whose -minds are engrossed in vanity. If you find 
anyone whose mind is .nobler than your own, you may justly 
distract your m-ind in order to give peace to his. Otherwise, 
do not distract yourself, sin~e God is sufficient for His servants." 
These words brought me instant relief. 

Chapter concerning their Rules in- Travel. 

When a dervish chooses to travel, not to reside, he ought to 
observe the following rules. In the first place, he must travel 
for God's sake, not for pleasure, and as he journeys outwardly, 
so he should flee inwardly from his sensual affections; and he 
must always keep himself in a state of purity and not neglect 
his devotions; and his object in travelling must be either 
pilgrimage or \var (against infidels) or -to see a (holy) site or to 
derive instruction or to seek knowledge or to visit a venerable 
person, a Shaykh, or the tomb of-a saint; otherwise his journey 
will be faulty. And he cannot do without a patched frock and 
a prayer-rug and a~ bucket and a rope and a pair of shoes 
(ka/sh) or clogs (na'laY1l) and a staff: the patched frock to 
cover his nakedness, the prayer-rug to pray on, ~he bucket . to 
cleanse himself-with, and tht:; staff to protect him from attacks 
and for other purposes. Before stepping on the prayer-rug he 
must put on his shoes or clogs in a state of purity._ If anyone 
carries other articles, for the sake of keeping the Sunna 
(Apostolic custom), such. as a comb and ,nail-scissors and 
a needle' and a little box of antimony (mukf:tula), he does 
right. If, however, anyone provides h~mself with more utensils 
than those which have been mentioned, we have to consider in 
what station he is : -if he is a , novice every article will be 
a shackle and a stumbling-block and a veil to him, and will 
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afford him the means of showing self-conceit, but if he is 
a firmly grounded adept he may carryall these articles and 
more. I heard the following story from Shaykh Abu Muslim 
Faris b. Ghalib aI-Faris!' "One day (he said) I paid a visit 
to Shaykh AbU. S'a'{d b. Abi 'l-Khayr Fac;llallah b. Mul).ammad. 
I found him sleeping on a couch with four cushions (takhtl 
cltaltdr-bdlish), one of his legs thrown across the other; and he 
was dressed in fine Egyptian linen (diqqi Mt'fri). My garment 
was so dirty that it reselllbled leather, and my body was 

l 

emaciated by austerities. On looking at Abu Sa'{d a feeling 
of scepticism overcame me. I said to rpyself: ' He is a dervish, 
and so am I, yet he is in all this luxury and I in this sore 
tribulation.' He immediately divined my thoughts and was 
aware of my vain!{lory. '0 Abu Muslim,' said he, 'in what 
d{wan have you read that a self-conceited man is a dervish? 
Since I see God in all things, God sets me on a throne, and 
since you see yourself in everything, God keeps you in 
affliction: my lot is contemplation, while yours is mortification. 
These are two stations on the Way to God, but God is far aloof 
from them both, and a dervish is dead to all stations and free 
from ~ll states.' On hearing these words my senses forsook I me, and the whole world grew dark in my eyes. When I carne 
to myself I repented, and he accepted my repentance. Then 
I said: '0 Shaykh, give me leave to depart, for I cannot bear 
the sight of thee.' He answered, '0 Abu Muslim, you speak 
the truth;' then he quoted this verse:-

, That wht'ch my ear was unable to hear by report 
My eye beheld actually all at once.''' 

The travelling dervish must always observe the custom of 
the Apostle, and when he comes to the house of a resident 
he should enter his presence respectfully and greet him; and 
he should first take off the shoe on his left foot, as the Apostle 
did; and when he puts his shoes on, he should first put on 
the shoe belonging to his right foot; and he should wash his 
right foot before his left; and he should perform two bowings 
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of the head by way of salutation (in prayer) and then occupy 
himself with attending to the (religious) duties incumbent on 
dervishes. He must not in any case interfere with the residents, 
or behave immoderately towards anyone, or talk of the hard
ships which he may have suffered in travelling, or discourse 
on theology, or tell anecdotes, or recite traditions - in company, 
for all this is a sign of self-conceit. He must be patient when 
he is vexed by fools and must tolerate their irksomeness for 
God's sake, for in patience there are many blessings. If 
residents or their servants bid him go with them to salute or 
visit the townspeople, he must acquiesce if he can; but in his 
heart he ought to dislike paying such marks of respect to 
worldlings, although he should excuse the behaviour of his 
brethren who act thus. He must take care not to trouble 
them by making any unreasonable demand, and he must not 
drag them to the court of high officials with the purpose of 
seeking an idle pleasure f01" himself. Travelling, as well , as 
resident, dervishes must always, in companionship, endeavour 

_ to please God, and must have a good belief in each other, and 
not speak ill of any comrade face to face with him or behind 
his back, because true mystics in regarding the act see the 
Agent, and inasmuch , as every human being, of whatever 
description he may, be-faulty or faultless, veiled or illuminated
belongs to God and is His creature, to quarrel with a human 
act is to quarrel with the Divine Agent. 

Chapter concernz"ng thez'r Rules z"n Eatz"ng. 

Men ca,nnot dispense with nourishment, but moral virtue 
requires that they should not eat or drink in excess. Shafi'i 
says: "He who thinks about that which goes into' his belly 
is worth onTy that which comes out of it." . Nothing is more 
h~tful lo a nOVice in $ufiism than eating too much. I have 
read in the Anecdotes that Abu Yaz{d was asked why he 
praised hunger so highly. He answered ~ "Because if Pharaoh 
had been hungry he would not have said, 'I am your Supreme 
Lord,' and if Qarun ,(Korah) had been hungry he would not 
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have been rebellious." Tha'laba 1 was praised by all so long 
as he was hungry, but when he ate his fill he displayed 
hypocrisy. Sahl b. 'Abdallah (al-Tustarf) said: "In my judg
ment, a belly full of wine is better than one full of lawful food." 
On being asked the reason of this he said : "When a man's 
belly is filled with wine, his intellect is stupefied and the 
flame Of lust is quenched,. and. people are secure from his 
hand and tongue; but when his belly is filled with lawful 
food l;e desires foolishness, and his lust waxes great and his 
lower soul rises to seek her pleasures." The Shaykhs have 
said, describing the $Ufis: "~ like sick men, and sleep 
like shipwrecked men, and speak like one whose ch!ldren 
have died." 

It is an obligatory rule that they should not eat alone, but 
should uriselfishly share their food with one another; and 
when seated at table they should not be silent, and should 
begin by saying" In God's name"; and they should not put 
anything down or lift anything up in such a way as to offend 
their comrades, and they should dip the first mouthful in salt, 
and should deal fairly by their friends. Sahl b. 'Abdallah 
(al-Tustarf) was asked about the meaning of the verse : "Verily 
God enjoins justice and beneficence" (Kor. xvi, 92). . He replied: 
"Justice consists in dealing fairly with one's friend in regard 
to a morsel of food, and beneficence consists in deeming 
him to have a better claim to that morsel than yourself.". My 
'Shaykh used to say: "I am astonished at the impostor who 
declares that he has renounced the world, and is anxious 
about a morsel of food." Furthermore, the $Ufi should eat 
with his right hand and should look only at his own mors~l, 
and while eating he should not drink unless he is extremely 
thirsty, and if he drinks he should dririk only as much as 
will moisten his liver. He should not eat large mouthfuls, 
and should chew his food well and not',. make haste; otherwise 
he will be acting contrary to the custom of the Apostle, and 

I See Bay<;l.:iwi on KOT. ix, 76. 
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will probably suffer from indigestion (tukhama). When he 
has finished eating, he should give praise to God and wash 
his hands. If two or three or more pe~sons belonging to 
a · community of dervishes go to a dinner and eat something 
without informing their brethren, .according to some Shaykhs 
this is unlawful and constitutes a breach of companionship, 
but some hold it to be allowable when . a number of persons 
act thus in union with each other, and some allow it in the 
case of a single person, on the ground that he is not obliged 
to deal fairly when he is alone but when he is in company j 
consequently, being alone, he is relieved of the obligations 
of companionship and is 110t responsible for his act. Now, 
the most important principle in this matter is that the invitation 
of a dervish should not be -refused; and that the invitation of 
a rich man should not be accepted. Dervishes ought not to 
go to I the houses of rich men or beg anything of them: such 
condu~ is demoralizing for $Ufis, because worldlings are not 
on confidential terms (ma!zram) with the dervish. Much 
wealth, however, does not make a man" rich" (dullyd~ddr), nor 
does little wealth make him" poor". No one who acknowledges 
that poverty is better than riches is "rich", even though he 
be . a king j and anyone who disbelieves . in poverty is "rich", 
even though he be reduced to want. When a dervish attends 
a party he should not constrain himself either to eat or not 
to eat, but should behave in accordance with his feelings at the 
time (bar !zuklll-i waqt). If the host is a congenial person 
(ma!zram), it is right that a marrjed man (muta'ahhz"l) should 
condone a fault j and if the host is uncongenial, it is not allowable 
to go to his house. But in any case it is better not t.o commit 
a fault, for Sahl b. 'Abdallah (al-Tustari) says: "Backsliding 
is abasement" (al-zillat dhillat). 

Chapter concerJling their Rules t1Z Walking. 

God hath said : "And the servants of the Merciful are they 
who walk on the earth meekly" (Kor. xxv, 64). The seeker of 
God, as he walks, should know at each step he makes whether . 
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that step is against God or of God: if it is against God, he 
must ask for pardon, and if it is of God, he must persevere 
in it, that it may be increased. One day Dawud Ta'i had taken 
some medicine. They said to him: "Go into the court of this 
house for a little while, in order that the good result of the 
medicine may become apparent." He replied: "I am ashamed 
that on the Day of Judgment God should ask me why I made 
a few steps for my own selfish pleasure. God Almighty hath 
said: 'A nd tlzeir feet shall bear witness of that whiclt they 
used to commit'" (Kor. xxxvi, 65). Therefore the dervish 
should walk circumspectly, with his head bowed in meditation 
(murdqabat), and not look ,in any direction but in front. If any 
person meets him on the way, he must not draw himself back 
from him for the sake of saving his dress, for all Moslems are 
clean, ami their clothes too; such an act is mere conceit and 
self-ostentation. If, however, the person who meets him is an 
unbeliever, or manifestly filthy, he may turn from him un
obtrusively. And when he walks with a number of people, he 
must not attempt to go in front of them, since that is an excess 
of pride; nor must he attempt to go behind them, since that 

. is 'an excess of humility, and humility of which one is conscious 
is essen~y prjcie. He must keep his clogs and shoes as clean 
as he can by day in order that God, through the blessings 
thereof, may keep his clothes (clean) by night. And when one 
or more dervishes are with anyone, he should not stop on the 
way (to talk) with any person, nor should he tell that person to 
wait for him. He should walk quietly and should not hurry, · 
else his walk will resemble that of the covetous; nor should he 
walk slowly, for then his walk will resemble that of the proud; 
and he should take steps of the full length (gdm-i lamdm nihad). 

(

In fine, the walk of the seeker of God should always be of such 
a description that if anyone Sh.OUld ask him whither he is going 
he should be able to answer decisively: " Verily, I am going to 
my Lord: He will direct me" (Kor. xxxvii, 97). Otherwise his 
walking is a curse to him, because right steps (khatawdt) proceed 
from right thoughts (kltatardt): accordingly if a man's thoughts ------
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~are concentrated on God, his fed will follow his thoughts. It 
is related that Abu Yazld said: "The inconsiderate wal 
(rawish-i be lIluraqabat) of a dervish is a sig:n that he is heedless 
(of God), beca';lse all that exists is attained in two steps: one 
step away from self-interest and the other step firmly planted 
on the commandments of God." The walk of the seeker is 
a sign that he is traversing a certain distance, and since proximity 
to God is not a matter of distance, what can the seeker do but 
cut off his feet in the abode of rest? 

Clzapter concerning their Rules ,of- Sleeping in travel and at home. 

There is a great difference of opinion among the Shaykhs on 
this subject. Some hold that it is not permissible for a novice 
to sleep except when he is overpowered by slumber, for the 
Apostle said: "Sleep is the brother of Death," and inasmuch as 
life is a benefit conferred by God, whereas death is an affliction, 
the former must be more excellent than the latter. And it is 
related that Shibli said: "God looked upon me and said, , He 
who sleeps is heedless, and he who is heedless is veiled.''' 
Others, again, hold that a novice may sleep at will and even 
constrain himself to sleep after having performed the Divine 
commands, for the Apostle said:" The Pen does not record 
(evil actions) against the sleeper until he awakes, or against 
the boy until he reaches puberty; or against the madman until 
he recovers his wits." When a man is asleep, people are secure 
from his mischief and he is deprived of his personal volition and 
his lower soul is prevented from gaining its desires and the 
Recording Angels cease to write; his tongue makes no false 
assertion and' speaks no evil of the absent, and his will places 
no hope in conceit and ostentation; "he does not possess for 
himself 'either bane or boon or death or life or resurrection." 
Hence Ibn 'Abbas says:" Nothing is more grievous to Iblis 
than a sinner's sleep; whenever the sinner sleeps, Iblis says, 
'When will he wake and rise up that he may disobey God?'" 
This was a point of controversy between Junayd and 'Ali b. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

THE UNCOVERING OF THE TENTH VEIL: EXPLAINING 

THEIR PHRASEOLOGY AND THE DEFINITIONS OF THEIR 

TERMS AND THE VERITIES OF THE IDEAS WHICH ARE 

SIGNIFIED. 

Those employed in every craft and business, while discussing 
its mysteries with one another, make use of certain words and 
expressions of which the meaning is known only to themselves. 
Such expressions are invented for a double purpose: firstly, 
in order to facilitate the understanding of difficulties and bring 
them nearer to the comprehension of the novice; and secondly, 
in order to conceal the mysteries of that science from the 
uninitiated. The $Ufis also have technical terms for the 
purpose of expressing the matter of their discourse · and in 
order that they may reveal or disguise their meaning as they 
please. . I will now explain some of these terms and distinguish 
between the significations attached to various pairs of words . 

.fl dt and Waqt. 

Waqt (time) is a term with which $Uffs are familiar, and 
concerning which much has been said by the Shaykhs, but m 
object is to establish the truth, not to give long explanations. 

/ Waqt is that whereby a man becomes independent of the past 
and the future, as, for example, when an influence from God 
descends into his soul and makes his heart collected (11lujtami') 
he has no memory of the past and no thought of that which 
'is not yet come. All ,people fail in this, and do not know 
what our past has been or what our future will be, except the 
possessors of waqt, who say: "Our knowledge cannot 
apprehend the future and the past, and we are happy with 
God in the present (andar waqt). If we occupy ourselves 
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1\ with to-morrow, or let any thought of it enter our minds, we 
! shall be veiled (from God), and a veil is a great distraction 

(pardgandagi)." It is absurd to think of the unattainable. 
Thus Abu Sa'{d Kharraz says: "Do not occupy your precious 
time except with the most precious of things, and the most 
p recious of human things is the state of being occupied between 
gle past and the future." And the A postle said: ' "I have 

\ a time (waqt) with God, in which none of the c:herubi\ll nor 
any prophet rivals me," that is ' to say, "in which the eighteen 
thousand worlds do not occur to my mind and have no worth 

/ in my eyes." Therefore, on the night of the Ascension, when 
the kingdom of earth and heaven was arrayed before him in 
all its be\iuty, he did not look at anything (Kor. liii, 17), for 

, Mu!.'tafa was noble ('adz), and the noble are not engrossed save 

\
'~I by that which is noble. The" times" (awqdt) of the Unitarian 

are two: one in the state of loss (faqd) and one in the state 
of gain (wajd), one in the place of union and one in the place 
of separation. At both these times he is overpowered (maqhltr), 
because both ~s union and his separation are effected by God 
~ut such volition or acquisition on his part 'as would make 
J!.. possible to invest him with any attribute,:... When a man's 
power of volition is cut off from him, whatever he does or 
experiences is the result of" time" (waqt). It is related that 
Junayd said: "I saw a dervish in the desert, sitting under 
a mimosa-tree in a hard and . uncomfortable spot, and asked 
him what made him sit there so still. He answered: '~ 

a "time" and lost it here; now I am sitting and mourning.' 
~uired how long he had been there. He answered: 'Twelve 
years. Will not the Shaykh offer up a prayer (himma# kunad) 
on my behalf, that perchance I may find my " time" again?' 
I left him," said Junayd, "and performed the pilgrimage and 
prayed for him. My prayer was granted. On my return 
I found him seated in the same place. 'Why,' I said, 'do 
you not go from here, since you have obtained your wish?' 
He replied: 'Q Sha.xkh, I settled myself in this place of 
desolation where I lost my capital: is it right that I should 
~ 

l 
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leave the place where I have foun1..my ca~l once more and 
~e I enjoy the society of God? Let the Shaykh go in 
p eace, for I will mix my dust with the dust of this spot, that 
1.. may rise at the Resurrection from this dust which is the 
abode of my delight.'" No man can attain to the reality of 
"~time " by exerting his choice, for" time" is a thing that does 
not come \vithin the scope of human acquisition, that it should 
be gained by effort, nor is it sold in the market, that anyone 
shoul(:i give his life in exchange for it, and the will has no 
power either to attract or to repel it. The Shaykhs have said, 
"Time is a cutting sword," because it is characteristic of 
a sword to cut, an~ time" cuts the root of the future and the 
l?ast, and obliterates care of yesterday and to-morrow from the 
heart. The sword is a dangerous companion: either it makes 
~aste;: a king or it destroys him. Although one should 
p ay homage to the sword and carry it On one's own shoulder 
for a thousand years, in the moment of cutting it does not 
discriminate between its master's neck and the neck of another. 
Violence (qahr) is its characteristic, and violence will not 
depart from it at the wish of its master. 

!fdJ -~st-afe) is that which descends upon" time" (waqt) and 
adorns it, as the spirit adorns the body. Waqt has need of ftdl, 

for waqt is beautified by ftdl and subsists thereby. When the 
owner of waqt comes into' possession of ftdl, he is no more 
subject to change and is made steadfast (1Ilztstaqfm) in his state; 
for, when he has waqt without fld/, he may lose it, but when 
ttdl attaches itself to him, all his state (rttzgdr) becomes waqt, 
and that cannot be lost: what seems to be coming and going 
(dmad sltud) is really the result of becoming and manifestation 
(takaWWlt1Z 1t f!ulutr), just as, before this, waqt descended on 
him who has it. He who is in the state of becoming (mula
kawwin) may be forgetful, and on him who is thus forgetful 
/.tdl descends and waqt is made stable (mutalllakkill); for the 
possessor of waqt may become forgetful, but the possessor of 
ftdl cannot possibly be so. The tongue of the possessor of tufl 

is silent concerning his /.tdl, but his actions proclaim the reality 
2D 

\) } 
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of his !zdl. Hence that spiritual director said: "To ask about 
~ ~ 

~ absurd .... ' becau!je !zdl is the annihilation of speech (1Ilaqdl). 
Master A btl 'Ali Daqqaq says: "If there is joy or woe in this 
world or the next world, the portion of waqt is that (feeling) 
in which thou art." But '!zal is not like this; when !zdl comes 
on a man from God, it banishes all these feelings from his 
heart. Thus Jacob was a possessor of waqt: now he was 
blinded by separation, now he was restored to sight by union, 

r 
now he was mourning and wailing, now he was calm and joyful. 
But Abraham was a possessor of !zdl: ~ not conscious of 
~n, that he should be strifken with grief, nor of un~n, 

t~t he should be filled with joy. The sun and moon and stars 
contributed to his !zdl, but he, ,,,hile he gazed, was independent 
of them: whatever he looked on, he saw only God, and he said: 
" I love not Ilzcm that set" (Kor. vi, 76) . . Accordingly, the world 
sometimes becomes a hell to the possessor of waqt, because he 
is contemplatiIig absence (ghaybat) and his heart is distressed 
by the loss of his beloved; and sometimes his heart is like 
a Paradise in the blessedness of contemplation, and every 
moment brings to him a gift and a glad message from God. 
On the other hand, it makes no difference to the possessor of 
!zdl whether he is veiled by affliction or unveiled by happiness ;. 
for he is always in the place of actual vision ('iyan). /::lal is an 
attribute of the object desired (lIlurdd), while waqt is the rank 
of the desirer (murid). The latter is with himself in the pleasure .----.. ... 

of waqt, the former with God in the delight of !zdl. Ho~r 

~etwo~! 
~-----

Maqdm and Tamkfrt, and the difference between them. 

lrlaqalll (station) denotes the perseverance of the seeker 111 

fulfilling his obligations towards the object of his search with 
strenuous exertion and flawless intention. Everyone who 
desires God has a station (lIlaqdlll), which, in the beginning 
of his search, is a means whereby he seeks God. Although the 
seeker derives some benefit from every station through which 
he passes, he finally rests in one, because a station and the 
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quest thereof involve contrivance and design (tarkfb. It !zfla) , 
not conduct and practice (rawish It mu'amalat). God hath said: ,,/ 
"None of us but hath a certain station" (Kor. xxxvii, 164). The 
station of Adam was repentance (tawbat), that of Noah was 
renunciation (zuhd), that of Abraham was resignation (taslfm), 
that of Moses was contrition (z'tzabat), that of David was sorrow 
(!zuzn), that of Jesus was hope (raja), that of John (the Baptist) 
was fear (klzawf), and that of our Apostle was praise (dltikr). 
They drew something from other sources by which they abode, 
but each of them returned at last to his original station. In 
discussing the doctrine of the Mul).asib{s, I gave a partial 
explanation of the stations and distinguished between (lal and 
lllaqam. Here, however, it is necessary to make some further 
remarks on this subject. You must know that the 'Nay to God II 
is of three kinds: (I) maqam, (2) (tal, (3) lamkin. God sent ) 
all the prophets to explain the Way and to elucidate the 
principle of the different stations. One hundred and twenty
four thousand apostles, and a few over that number, came 
with as many stations. On the advent of our Apostle a (ldl 
appeared to those in each station and· attained a pitch where 
all human acquisition was left behind, until religion was made 
perfect unto men, as God hath said: " To-day 1 have perfected 
your religion for you and have completed My bounty unto you" 
(Kor. v, 5); then the lamkfn (steadfastness) of the steadfast 
appeared; but if I were to enumerate every !zdl and explain 
every maqam, my purpose would be defeated. 

Tamkfn denotes the residence of spiritual adepts in the abode 
of perfection and in the highest grade. Those in stations can 
pass on from their stations, but it is impossible to pass beyond 
the grade of tamkin, because maqa1l1 is the grade of beginners, 
whereas tamkfn is the resting-place of adepts, and maqamdt 
(stations) are stages on the way, whereas tamkfn is repose 
within the shrine. The friends of God are absent (from them
selves) on the way and are strangers (to themselves) in the 
stages: .tb.dr hearts are in the presence (of God), and in the 
presence every instrument is evil and every tool is (a token of) 
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absence (from God) and infirmity. In the epoch of Paganism 
the poets used to praise men for noble deeds, but they did not 
recite their panegyric until some time had elapsed. \\Then 
a poet came into the presence of the person whom he had 
celebrated, he used to draw his sword and hamstring his camel 
and then break his sword, as though to say: " I needed a camel 
to bring me from a far distance to thy presence, and a sword 
to repel the envious who would have hindered me from paying 
homage to thee: now that I have reached thee, I kill my camel, 
for I will never depart from thee again; and I break my sword, 
for I will not admit into my mind the thought of being severed 
from thy court." Then, after a few days, he used to recite his 
poem. Similarly, when Moses attained to tamkln, God bade 
him put off his shoes and cast away his staff (Kor. xx, 12), 

these being articles of travel and Moses being in the presence 
of God. The beginning of love is search, but the end is rest: 
water flows in the river-bed, but when it reaches the ocean 
it ceases to flow and changes its taste, so that those who desire 
water avoid it, but those who desire pearls devote themselves 
to death and fasten the plummet of search to their feet and 
plunge headlong into the sea, that they may either gain the 
hidden pearl or lose their dear lives. And one of the Shaykhs 
says: "Tamkfn is the removal of talwin." Talwin also is 
a technical term of the $ Ufis, and is closely connected in 
meaning with tamkin, just as [ldl is connected with 11laqd11l. 
The signification of talwin is change and turning from one 
state to another, and the above-mentioned saying means that 
he who is steadfast (mutamakkin) is not vacillating (mutaraddid), 
for he has carried all that belongs to him into the presence of 
God and has erased every thought of other than God from his 
milld, so that no act that passes over him alters . his outward 
predicament and no state changes his inward predicament. 
Thus Moses was subject to talwin: he fell in a swoon (Kat'. 
vii, 139) when God revealed His glory to Mount Sinai; but 
Mu}:lammad was steadfast: he suffered no change, although he 
was in the very revelation of glory from Mecca to a space of 
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two bow-lengths from God; and this is the highest grade. Now 
tamki1t is of two kinds-one referring to the dominant influence 
of God (sltdlzid-i (taqq), and the other referring to the dominant 
influence of one's self (shdhid-i khud). He whose tamkin is 
of the latter kind retains his attributes unimpaired, but he 
whose tamkill is of the former kind has no attributes; and 
the terms effacement (lIla[tw), sobriety (~a(tw), attainment (la(tq), 
destruction (ma(zq),l annihilatiOn (Jand), subsistence (baqd), being 
(uJUjZtd), and not-being (,adam) are not properly applied to one 
whose attributes are annihilated, because a subject is necessary 
for the maintenance of these qualities, and when the subject is 
absorbed (mustaglzriq) he loses the capacity for maintaining them. 

Mu(tdrjarat and MukdslzaJat, and the difference-betweeq them. 

1}!u(zdrjarat denotes the presence of the heart in the s~btleties I) 
of demonstration (baxdn), while mukdslzaJat denotes the presence 
of the spirit (sirr) in the domain of actual vision ('iydn). 
llfu[td¢arat refers to the evidences of God's signs (dydt), and 
lIlukdshaJat to the evidences of contemplation (1Iluslzdlzaddt). 
The mark of mu!z.drjarat is continual meditation upon God's 
signs, while the mark of mukdshaJat is continual amazement 
at God's infinite greatness. There is a difference between ~ 
who meditates upon the Divine acts' and one who is amazed 
at the Divine majesty: the one is a follower of friendship, the 
other is a companion of love. When the Friend of God 
(Abraham) looked on the kingdom of heaven and meditated 
on the reality of its existence, his heart was made "present 11 

((tdrjir) thereby: through beholding the act he became a seeker 
of the Agent; his " presence" (!z.urjur) made the act a proof 
of the Agent, and in perfect gnosis he exclaimed: "1 turn my 
face with true belief unto Hz'm who created the heavens and tlte 
earth" (Kor. vi, 79). But when the Beloved of God (Mul:J.ammad) 
was borne to Heaven he shut his eyes from the sight of 
all things; he saw neither God's act nor created beings 

1 MalJq denotes annihilation of a man's being in the essence of God, while malfw 
denotes annihilation of his actions in the action of God (Jurjani, Ta'rlfdt). 
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nor himself, but the Agent was revealed to him, and in that 
-revelation (kaslif) his desire increased: in vain he sought vision, 
proximity, union; in proportion as the exemption (tanzilt) of 
his Beloved (from all such conceptions) became more manifest 
to him the more did his desire increase; he could neither turq 
back nor go forward, hence he fell into amazeme':.!:. Where 
friendship was, amazement seemed infidelity, but where love 
was, union was polytheism, and amazement became the sole 
resource, because in friendship the object of amazement was 

.
"\ being (hasti), and such amazement is polytheism, but in love 

the object of amazement was nature and quality (chz'gttnagi), 

and this amazement is unification (taw!dd). In this sense 
ShibH used always to say: "0 Guide of the amazed, increase 
my amazement!" for in contemplation (of God) the greater 
one's amazement the higher one's degree. The story of Abu 
Sa'id Kharrcl.z and Ibrahim b. SaId 'Alawi 1 is well known-how 
they saw a friend of God on the seashore and asked him" \Vhat 
is the Way to God?" and how he answered that there are two 
ways to God, one for the vulgar and one for the elect: "When 
they desired him to explain this he said: "The way of the 
vulgar is that on which you are going: YOIl accept for some 
cause and you decline for some cause; but the way of the elect 
is to see only the Causer, and not to see the cause." The true 
meaning of these anecdotes has already been set forth. 

Qabt;l and Bast, and the difference between them. 

Qabt;l (contraction) and bast (expansion) are two involuntary 
states which cannot be induced by any human act or banished 
by any human exertion. God hath said: "God c(mtracts and 

expands" (Kor. ii, 246). Qabt;l denotes the contraction of the 
heart in the state of being veiled (!tijdb), and bast denotes the 
expansion of the heart in the state of revelation (ka,slif). Both 
states proceed from God without effort on the part of Man. 
The qabt;l of gnostics is like the fear of novices, and the bast 

of gnostics is like the hope of novices. This is the sense 111 

1 Nafalfat, No. IS. 
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which the $Ufis use the terms qab¢ and bast. Some Shaykhs 
hold that qabt;l is superior in degree to bast, for two reasons: 
(I) it is mentioned before bast in the Koran, (2) qabt;l involves 
dissolution and oppression, whereas bast involves nutrition and 
favour: it is undoubtedly better to dissolve one's humanity 
and oppress one's lower soul than to foster and favour them, 
since they. are the greatest veil (between Man and God). 
Others, again, hold that bast is superior to qabt;l. The fact, 
they say, that qabt;l is mentioned before bast in the Koran shows 
the superiority of bast, for the Arabs are accustomed to mention 
in the first place that which is inferior in merit, e.g. God Hath 
said: " There is one of them who t'1z.fures hz's own soul, and olll who 
keeps the middle way, and olle who outstrips the others itl good 
works by the permissz'01l of God" (Kor. xxxv, 29). Moreover, 
they argue that in bast there is joy and in qab¢ grief; gnostics 
feel joy only in union with the object of knowledge, and grief 
only in separation from the object of desire, therefore rest in 
the abode of union is better than rest in the abode of separation. 
My Shaykh used to say that both qab¢ and bas! are the result 
of one spiritual influence, which descends from God on Man, 
and either fills the heart with joy and subdues the lower soul 
or subdues the heart and fills the lower soul with joy; in the 
latter case contraction (qabt,l) of the heart is expansion (bast) 
of the lower soul, and in the former case expansion of the heart 
is contraction of the lower soul. He who interprets this matter 
otherwise is wasting his breath. Hence Bciyazid said: "The 
contraction of hearts consists in the' expansion of souls, and 
the expansion of . hearts it} the contraction of souls." The 
contracted soul is guarded from injury, and the expanded heart 

is re~trained from falling . int~ defe.ct, because j~alousy is the I 
rule 111 love, and contractIOn IS a ~i1gn of God's Jealousy; and I 
it is necessary that lovers should reproach one another, and 
expansion is a sign of mutual reproach. It is a well-known 
tradition that John wept ever since he was born, while Jesus 
~iled ever since he was born, because John was in contraction 
and Jesus in expansion. When they met John used to say, ---------------------
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"0 Jesus, hast thou no fear of being cut off (from God)?" and 
Jesus-used to say, "0 John, hast thou no hope of God's mercy? 
N either thy tears nor my smiles will change the eternal decree 
of God." 

Uns and Ha..vbat, and the difference between them. 

Uns (intimacy) and haybat (awe) are two states of the 
dervishes who travel on the \Vay to God. When God manifests 
His glory to a man's heart so that His majesty (Jaldl) pre
dominates, he feels awe (ha)'bat), but when God's beauty 
(Jamdl) predominates he feels intimacy (uns): those who feel 
awe are distressed, while those who feel intimacy are rejoiced. 
There is a difference between one who is burned by His 
majesty in the fire of love and one \vho is illuminated by His 
beauty in the light of contemplation. Some Shaykhs have 
said that haybat is the degree of gnostics and U1ZS the degree 
of novices, because the farther one has advanced in the presence 
of God and in divesting Him of attributes the more his heart 
is overwhelmed with awe and the more averse he -is to intimacy, 
for one is intimate with those of one's own kind, and intimacy 
with God is inconceivable, since no homogeneity or resemblance 
can possibly exist between God and Man. If intimacy is 
possible, it is possible only with the praise (dhz'kr) of Him, 
which is something different from Himself, because that is 
an attribute of Man; and in love, to be satisfied with another 
than the Beloved is falsehood and pretension and self-conceit. 
Haybat, on the other hand, arises from contemplating greatness, 
which is an attribute of God, and there is a vast difference 
between one whose experience proceeds from himself through 
himself and one whose experience proceeds from the annihila
tion of himself through the subsistence of God. It is related 
that Shibli said: "For a long time I used to thin~ that I was 
rejoicing in the love of God and was intimate with con
templation of Him: now I know that intimacy is impossible 
except with a congener." Some, however, allege that haybat 
is a corollary of separation and punishment, while uns is the 
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two bow-lengths from His presence. The Apostle conversed 
secretly with God, and when he reached the goal his tongue 
became dumb before the revelation of God's majesty;- and his 
heart was amazed at His infinite greatness, and he said: 
"I cannot tell Thy praise." lI:lul,zddatltat is connected with 
the state of Moses, who, seeking communibn with God, after 
forty days came to Mount Sinai and heard the speech of God 
and asked for vision of Him, and failed of his desire. There is 
a plain difference between one who was conducted (Kor. xvii, I) 
and one who came (Kor. vii, 139). Night is the time when 
lovers are alone with each other, and day is the time when 
servants wait upon their masters. When a servant transgresses 
he is reprimanded, but a lover has no law by the transgression 
of which he should incur blame, for lovers cannot do anything 
displeasing to each other. 

'Jim al- Yaqill and 'Ayn al- Yaqi1l and ljaqq al- Yaqin; and the 
difference between them. 

According to the principles of theology, all these expressions 
denote knowledge (,ibn). Knowledge without certain faith 
(yaqi1l) in the reality of the object known is not knowledge, 
but when knowledge is gained that \vhich is hidden is as that 
which is actually seen. The believers who shall see God on 
the Day of ] udgment shall see Him then in the same wise 
as they know Him now: if they shall see Him otherwise, 
either their vision will be imperfect then or their knowledge 
is faulty now. Both these alternatives are in contradiction 
with unification (taw(tid), which requires that men's knowledge 
of God should be sound to-day and their vision of God should 
be sound to-morrow. Therefore certain knowledge ('iI11l-iyaqin) 
is like certain sight ('ayn-i yaqill), and certain truth ((taqq-i 
yaqzlZ) is like certain knowlec;lge. Some have said that 'aYll 
al-yaqilt is the complete absorption (z'st£glzrdq) of knowledge 
in vision, but this is impossible, because vision is an instrument 
for the attainment of knowledge, like hearing, etc.: since know
ledge cannot be absorbed in hearing, its absorption in vision is 
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equally impossible. By 'ilm al-yaqin the $M{s mean knowledge 
of (religious) practice in this world according to the Divine 
commandments; by 'ayn al-yaqitl they mean knowledge of 
the state of dying (naz') and the time of d~parture from this , 
world; and by ftaqq al-yaqin they mean intuitive knowledge 
of the vision (of God) that will be revealep in Paradise, and of 
its nature. Therefore 'ilm al-y,aqin is the rank of theologians 

. ('ulama,) on account of their correct observance of the Divine 
commands, and 'ayn al-yaqin is the station of gnostics ('drifdn) 
on acc~>unt of their readiness for death, and ftaqq al-yaqin is 
the annihilation-point of lovers (dztstdll) on account of their 
rejection of all created things. Hence 'ilm al-yaqin is obtained 
by self-mortification (mujdhadat) , and 'ayn al-yaqin by intimate 

I . 

familiarity .(mu'dllasat), and ftaqq al-)'aqin by contemplation 
(mushdhadat). The first is vulgar, the second is elect, and the 
'third is super-elect (khd~~ al-khd~~). 

'11m and Ma'rifat, and the difference between them. 

Theologians have made no distinction between 'ibn and 
ma'rifat, except when they say that God may be calle~ 'dlim 
(knowing), but not 'drif (gnostic), inasmuch as the latter epithet 
lacks Divine blessing. . But the $M{ Shaykhs give the name 
55ma'ri{at (gnosis) to every ' knowledge that is allied with 
(religious) practice and feeling (ftdl) , and ,the knower of which 
,expresses his feeling; and the knower thereof they call 'drif. 
On the either hand, they give the name of 'illlt to every know
ledge -that is stripped of spiritual meaning and devoid of 
religious practice, and one who 'has such knowledge they call 
'dHm. One, then, who knows the meaning and reality of 
a thing they call 'drif (gnostic), and one who knows merely the 
~erbal expression and keeps it in his memory without keeping 

(the spiritual reality thg call 'dHm. For this reason, when the 
$M{s wish to disparage a rival they call him ddnishmand 
(possessing knowledge). To the vulgar this seems objectionable, 
but the $M{s do not intend to blame the man for having 
acquired knowledge, they blame him for neglecting the practice 
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of religion, because the 'dlim depends on himself, but the 'drif 
depends on "his Lord. This question has been discussed at 
length in the chapter entitled "The Removal of the Veil of 
Gnosis ~', and I need not say any more now. 

Shart'at and If aqiqat, and the difference between them. 

These terms are used by the ~Ufis to denote soundness of 
the outward state and maintenance of the inward state. Two 
parties err in this matter: firstly, the formal theologians, who 
assert that there is no distinction between sltari'at (law) and 
[zaqiqat (truth), since the Law is the Truth and the Truth is 
the Law; secondly, some heretics, who hold that it is possible 
for one of these things to subsist without the other, and declare 
that when the Truth is rev.ealed the Law is abolished. This is 
the doctrine of the Carmathians (Qardmz"{a) and the Shi'ites 
and their satanically inspired followers (muwaswisdn). The 
proof that the Law is virtually separate from the Truth lies 
in the fact that in faith belief is separate from profession; and 
the proof that the Law and the Truth are not fundamentally 
separate, but are one, lies in the fact that belief without 
profession is not faith, and conversely profession without belief 
is not faith; and there is a manifest difference between 
profession and belief. Ijaqiqat, then, signifies a reality which 
does not admit oLabrogation and remains in equal Torce from 
the time of 'Adam to the end of the world, like knowledge of 
God and like religious practice, which is made perfect by 
sincere intention; and shari'at signifies a reality which admits 
of abrogation and alteration, like ordinances and command
ments. Therefore shari'at is Man's act, while !z.aqiqat is God's 
keeping and preservation and protection, whence it follows that 
shari'at cannot possibly be maintained without the existence of 
[laqiqat, and !laqiqat cannot be maintained without observance 
of shari 'at. Their mutual relation may be compared to that 
of body aild spirit: when the spirit departs from the body the 
living body becomes a corpse and the spirit vanishes like wind, 
for their value depends on their conjunction with one another. 
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Similarly, the Law without the Truth is ostentation, and the 
Truth without the Law is hypocrisy. God hath said: "Wlzo
soever mortify themselves for Gur sake, TYe will assuredly 
guide them itt Gur ways" (Kor. xxix, 69): mortification is 
Law, guidance is Truth; the former consists in a man's 
observance of the external ordinances, while the latter consists 
in God's maintenance of a man's spiritual feelings. Hence the 
~aw is one of the acts acquired by Man, but the Truth is on~ 
of the gifts bestowed by God. 

Another class of terms and expressions are used by the 
$Mis metaphorically. These metaphorical terms are more 
difficult to analyse and interpret, but I will explain them 
concisely. 

- .flaqq. By!zaqq (truth) the $Mis mean God, for [taqq is one 
of the names of God, as He hath said: " This is because God is 
tlte Truth" (Kor. xxii, 6) . 

.flaqiqat. By this word they mean a man's dwelling 10 the 
place of union with God, and the standing of his heart 10 the 
place of abstraction (tanzilz). 

Kilatardt. Any judgments of separation (a[tkdm-i tafriq) 
that occur to the mind. 

Watandt. Any Divine meanings that make their abode in 
the heart. 

Tams. Negation of a substance of which some trace is left. 
Rams. Negation of a substance, together with _ every trace 

thereof, from the heart. 
'Ald'iq. Secondary causes to which seekers of God attach 

themselves and thereby fail to gain the object of their desire. 
Wasd'i{. Secondary causes to which seekers of God attach 

themselves and thereby gain the object of their desire. 
Zawd'id. Excess of lights (spiritual -illumination) in the 

heart. 
Fawd'id. The apprehension by the spirit of what it cannot 

do without. 
Mallei. The heart's confidence in the attainment of its 

desire. 
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Man/d. The heart's escape from the place of imperfection. 
Kulliyyat. The absorption (z'stiglzrdq) of the attributes of 

humanity in the Universal (kulliyyat) . 
Lawd'i!z. Affirmation of the object of desire, notwithstanding 

the advent of the negation thereof (itltbdt-t' lllurdd bd wurud-i 
1W.fy-t' an). 

Lawdmt" . The manifestafion of (spiritual) light to the heart 
while its acquirements (jilwd'id) continue to subsist. 

Tawdli'. The appearance of the splendours of (mystical) 
knowledge to the heart. 

Tawdriq. That which comes into the heart, either with glad 
tidings or with rebuke, in secret converse (with God) at night. 

Latd'if. A symbol (z'sMrati) , presented to the heart, of 
subtleties of feeling. 

Sirr. Concealment of feelings of love. 
Na/wd. Concealment of imperfections from the knowledge 

of other (than God). 
lshdrat. Giving information to another of the object of 

desire, without uttering it on the· tongue. 
imd. Addressing anyone allusively, without spoken or 

unspoken explanation (be 'ibdrat u ishdrat). 
Wddd. The descent of spiritual meanings upon the heart. 
lntt'bdh. The departure of heedlessness from the heart. 
lshtz'bdh. Perplexity felt in deciding between truth and 

falsehood. 
Qardr. The departure of vacillation from the reality of one's 

feeling . . 
IlZzi'df The agitation of the heart in the state of ecstasy 

(wa/d). 

Another class of technical terms are those which the $Ufis 
employ, without metaphor, in unification (taw(zid) and in 
setting forth their firm belief in spiritual realities. 

'Alam. The term 'dlam (world) deno.tes the· creatures of 
God. It is said that there are 18,000 or 50,000 worlds. 
Philosophers say there are two worlds, an upper and a lower, 

2C 
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while theologians say that'd/am is whatever exists between 
the Throne of God and the earth. In short, 'd!am is the 
collective mass 'of creatcd things. The $Ufis speak of the 
world of spirits (arwd(t) and the world of souls (1ZUjzti) , but 
they clo not mean the same thing as the philosophers. What 
they mean is "the collective mass of spirits and souls". 

Jj.fultdatlt. Posterior in existence, i.e. it was not and 
afterwards was. 

Qadfm. Anterior in existence, i.e. it always was, and its 
being was anterior to all beings. This is nothing but God . 

.Aza!. That which has no beginning. 
A bad. That which has no end. 
Dltdl. 

$ifat. 

The being and reality of a thing. 
That which does not admit of qualification (lla'/), 

because it is not self-subsistent. 
Ism. That which IS not the object named (glwyr-i 

mus/mill/d). 

Tasmiyat. Information concerning the object named. 
Nafy. That which entails the non-existence of every object 

of negation. 
Illlbdt. That which entails the existence of every object of 

affirmation . 
S(J'ydll. The possibility of the existence of one thing with 

another. 
pidddn. The impossibility of the existence of one thing 

simultaneously with the e~istence of another. 
Gltayrdll. The possibility of the existence of either of two 

things, notwithstanding the annihilation of the other. 
jawltar. The basis (Il!!) of a thing; that which is self-

su bsistcnt. 
'Arm}. That which subsists injawltar (substance). 
jism. That which is composed of separate parts. 
Sit'dl. Seeking a reality. 
jawdb. Giving information concerning the subject-matter of 

a question (m'd!). 
{fuSJZ. That which is conformable to the (Divine) command. 
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Qub!z. That which is not conformable to the (Divine) 
command. 

Safah. Neglect of the (Divine) command. 
~ullll. Putting a thing in a place that is not worthy of it. 
'Adl. Putting everything in its proper place. 
MaNk. He with whose actions it is impossible to interfere. 

Another class of terms requiring explanation are those which 
are commonly used by the $Ufis in a mystical sense that is no1 
familiar to philologists. 

Khdtir. By khd!ir (passing thought) the $uiis signify the 
occurrence in the mind of something which is quickly removed 
by another thought, and which its owner is able to repel from 
his mind. Those who have such thoughts follow the first 
thought in matters which come directly from God to Man. ' It 
is said; that the thought occurred to Khayr N assaj that J unayd 
\vas/~aiting at his door, but he wished to repel it. The same 
thought returned twice and thrice, whereupon he went out and 
discovered J unayd, who said to him: "If you had followed the 
first thought it would not have been necessary for me to stand 
here all this time;" How was Junayd acquainted with the 
thought which occurred to Khayr? This question has been 
asked, and has been answ.ered by the remark that J unayd was 
Khayr's spiritual director, and a spiritual director cannot 
fail to be acquainted with all that happens to one of his 
disciples. 

Wdqi'a. By wdqi'a they signify a thought which appears in 
the mind and remains there, unlike klld/ir, and which the seeker 
has no means whatever of repelling: thus they say, khatara 
'aldqalbf, "it occurred to my mind," but waqa'a fi qa!bi, " it 
sank into my mind." All minds are subject to klLdtir (passing 
thought), but wdqi'a is possible only in a mind that is entirely 
filled with the notion of God. Hence, when any obstacle appears 
to the novice on the \Vay to God, they call it "a fetter" (qayd) 
and say: "A wdqi'a has befallen him." Philologists also use 
the term wdqi'a to signify any difficult question, and when it is 
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answered satisfactorily they say, wdqz"'a !tall shud, "the difficulty 
is solved." But the' mystics say that wdqz"'a is that which is 
insoluble, and that whatever is solved is a khd{£r, not a wdqi'a, 
since the obstacles which confront mystics are not unimportant 
matters on which varying judgments are continually being 
formed. 

lkhtiydr. By ikhtz"ydr they signify their preference of God's 
3hoice to their own, Le. they are content with the good and 
evil which God has chosen for them. A. man's preference of 
God's choice is itself the result of God's choice, for unless God 
had caused him tohave no choice, he would never have let his 
own choice go. When Abu Yazid was asked, "Who is the 
prince (amlr)?" he replied, "He to whom no choice is left, 
and to whom God's choice has become the only choice." It is 
related that Junayd, having caught fever, implored God to give 
him health. A voice spoke in his heart: "Who art thou to 
plead in My kingdom and make a choice? I can manage My 
kingdom better than thou. Do thou choose My choice instead 
of coming forward with thine." 

lmtz"!tdn. By this expression they signify the probation of 
the hearts of the saints by diverse afflictions which come to 
them from God, such as fear, grief, contraction, awe, etc. God 
hath said: " They whose hearts God hath proved for piety's sake: 
they shall win pardon and a great reward" (Kor. xlix, 3). This 
is a lofty grade. 

Bald. By bald (affliction) they signify the probation of the 
bodies of God's friends by diverse troubles and sicknesses' and 
tribulations. The more severely a man is afflicted the nearer 
does he approach unto God, for affliction is the vesture of the 
saints and the cradle of the pure and the nourishment of the 
prophets. The Apostle said, "We prophets are the most 
afflicted of mankind;" and he also said, "The prophets are the 
most afflicted of mankind, then the saints, and then other men 
according to their respective ranks." Bald is the name of 
!- tribu~ion, which ~scends on t~ heart and body~ 
believer an . hich is really a blessing; and ' inasmuch as 

-
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the mystery thereof is concealed from him, he is divinely 
;ecompensed for supporting the pains thereof.. Tribulation 

"that befalls unbelievers is not affliction (bald), but misery 
(shaqdwat), and unbelievers never obtain relief from misery. 
The degree of bald is more honourable than that of imtiltd1t, 
for imtiltdn affects the heart only, whereas bald affects both the 
heart and the body and is thus more powerful. 

Talta!!!. ,Imitation of praiseworthy people in word and deed. 
The Apostle said: "Faith is not acquired by taltallf (adorning 
one's self with the qualities of others) and tamann! (wishing), 
but it is that which sinks deep into the heart and is verified 
by ~ctio~" Taltalll, then, is to imitate people without really 
acting like them. , Those who seem to be what they are 
not will soon be put to shame, and their secret character will 
be revealed. In the view of spiritualists, however, they are 
already disgraced and their secret character is clear. 

Tajall!. The blessed effect of Divine illumination on the 
hearts of the" blest, whereby they are made capable of seeing 
------~~~~~~--~~~~~--~~~--~~~~~~ God with their hearts. The difference between spiritual vision 

' (ru'yat ba-dil) and actual vision (ru'yat-i 'iydn) is this, that 
those who experience tajallf (manifestation of God) see or do 
not see, according as they wish, or see at one time and do not 
see at another time, while those who experience actual vision 
in Paradise cannot but see, even though _ they wish not to see; 
for it is possible that tajallf should be hidden, where'as ru'yat 
(vision) cannot possibly be veiled. 

Takhallf. Turning away fro~ distractions which prevent 
a man from attaining to God. One of these, is the present world, 
of which he should empty his hands; another is desire for the 
next world, of which he should empty his heart; a third is 
indulgence in vanity, of which he should empty his spirit; and 
a fourth is association with created beings, of which he should 
empty himself and from the tho.ught of which he should dis
engage his mind. 

Shurud. The meaning of shurUd is "seeking restlessly to 
escape from (worldly) corruptions and veils"; for all the 



All Moslems, pious and disobedient alike, are commanded to 
' listen to the Koran, for God hath said: "When the Koran is 
recited hearken thereto and be silent tllat perchance ye may Will 
mercy" (Kor. vii, 203).1 And it is ,related that the Apostle 
said to Ibn Mas'ud: "Recite the Koran to me." Ibn Mas'ud 
said: "Shall I recite it to thee, to whom it was revealed?" 
The Apostle answered: "I ~ish to hear it from another." This 
is a clear proof that the hearer is more perfect in state than the 
reader, for . the reader may recite with or without true feeling, 
whereas the hearer feels truly, because speech is 3; sort of pride 
and hearing is a sort of humility. The Apostle also said that the 
chapter of Hud had whitened his hair. It is explained that 
he said this because of the verse at the end of that chapter: 
"Be tholt steadfast, therefore, as thou hast been commanded" 
(Kor. xi, 114), for Man is unable to be really steadfast in 
fulfilling the Divine commandments, inasm.uch as he can do 
nothing without God's help.2 

SECTION. 

Zunira b. Ab{ Awfa, one of the chief Companions of the 
Apostle, while he was presiding over the public worship, recited 
a ve;se of the Koran, uttered a cry, and died. Abu J a'far 
Juhanl,3 an ell1inent Follower, on hearing a verse which $ali~ 
Murri 4 read to him, gave a loud moan and departed from this 
world. Ibrahim Nakha'P relates that while he was passing 

through a village in the neighbourhood of KUfa he saw an old 
woman standing in prayer. As the marks of holiness were 
manifest on her countenance, he waited until she · finished . 

I Here the author quotes a number of Koranic verses in which the faithful are 
enjoined to listen heedfully to the recitation of the sacred volume, or are rebuked for 
their want of attention. 

2 I have omitted here a story related by Abu Sa'fd ' al-Khudri concerning 
MuJ:iammad's interview with a party of destitute refugees (multdjirdn), to whom the 
Koran was being read. 

3 BI. Abu Juhayn, J. AbU Juhan!. 
, ShaInin!, Tabaqdt al·Kubrd, i, 60. 
~ Ibn Khallikan, No. I. 
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praying and then saluted her in hope of gaining a blessing 
thereby. She said to him, "Dost thou know the Koran?" 
He said, "Yes." She said, "Recite a verse." He did so, 
whereupon she cried aloud and sent her soul forth to meet the 
vision of God. Al).mad b. Abi 'l-I:Iawad relates the following 
tale. "I saw in the desert a youfh, -clad in a coarse frock, 
standing at the mouth of a well. He said to me: '0 Al).mad, 
thou art come in good time, for I must needs hear the Koran, 
that I may give up my soul. Read me a verse.' God inspired 
me to read, 'Veyz'Zy, those who say, " God is our Lord," and Ilrm 

are steadfast' (Kor. xli, 30). ' 0 Al).mad,' said he, 'by the Lord 
of the Ka'ba thou hast read the same verse which an angel 
was reading to me just now,' and with these words he gave up 
his soul." 

Chapter Oil the Audition of Poetry, etc. 

It is permissible to hear poetry. The Apostle heard it, and 
the Companions not only heard it but also spoke it. The 
Apostle said, " Some poetry is wisdom;" and he said, "Wisdom 
is the believer's lost she-camel: wherever he finds her, he has 
the best right to her;" and he said too," The truest word ever 
spoken by the Arabs is the verse of Lab{d, 

'Everything except God is vain, 
A 1zd all fortune t's illevitably fleeting.' " 

'Amr b. aI-Shadd 1 relates that his father said: "The Apostle 
asked me whether. I could recite any poetry of U mayya b. Abi '1-
$alt, so I recited a hundred verses, and at the end of each verse 
he cried, 'Go on!' He said that Umayya almoSt- became 
a Moslem in his poetry." Many such stories are told of the 
Apostle and the Companions. Erroneous views are prevalent 
on this subject. Some declare that it is unlawful to listen to any 
poetry whatever, and pass their lives in defaming their brother 
Moslems. Some, on the contrary, hold that all poetry is lawful, 
and spend their time in listening to love-songs and descriptions 

1 B. al.Rashid. 
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I do' not intend 

\ 

of the face and hair and mole of the beloved. 
to discllss the arguments which both parties in this. controversy 
bring forward against each other. The $uf{ Shaykhs follow the 
example of the Apostle, who, on being asked about poetry, 
said: "What is good thereof is good and what is bad thereof is 
bad," i.e., whatever is unlawful, like backbiting and calumny and 
foul abuse and blame of any person and utterance of infidelity, 
is equally unlawful whether it be expressed in prose or in verse; 

. and whatever is lawful in prose, like morality and exhortations 
and inferences drawn from the signs of God and contemplation 
of the evidences of the Truth, is no less lawful in verse. In fine, 
just as it is unlawful and forbidden to look at or touch a beautiful 
object which is a source of evil, so it is unlawful and forbidden 
to listen to that object or, similarly, to hear the description of it. 
Those who regard such hearing as absolutely lawful must also 
regard looking and touching as lawful, which is infidelity and 
heresy. If one says, "I hear only God and seek only God in 
eye and cheek ana mole and curl," it follows that another may 
look at a cheek and mole and say that he sees and seeks God 
alone, because both the eye and the ear are sources of admonition 
and knowledge; then another may say that in touching a person, 
whose description it is thought allowable to hear and whom 
it is thought allowable to behold, he, too, is only seeking God, 
since one sense is no better adapted than another to apprehend 
a reality; then the whole religious law is made null and void, 
and the Apostle's saying that the eyes commit fornication loses 
all its force, and the blame of touching persons with whom 
marriage may legally be contnicted is removed, and the 
ordinances of religion fall to the g.round. Foolish aspirants to 
$ufiism, seeing the adepts absorbed in ecstasy during audition 
(samd'), imagined that they were acting from a sensual impulse 
and said, " it is lawful, else they would not have done so," and 
imitated them, taking up the for_m . but neglecting the spirit, 
until they perished themselves and led others into perdition. 
This is one of the great evils of our time. I will set it forth 
completely in the proper place. 
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Chapter on tlte Audition of Voices and Melodies. 

The Apostle said, "Beautify your voices by reading the 
~n aloud;" and God hath said, "God addeth unto His 
creatures wltat He pleasetlt" (Kor. xxxv, I), meaning, as the 
commentators think, a beautiful voice; and the Apostle said, 
"'Whoso wishes to hear the voice of David, let him listen to the 
voice of Abu Musa al·Ash'ari." It is stated in well-known 
traditions that the inhabitants of Paradise enjoy audition, for 
there comes forth from every tree a different voice and melody. 
\Vhen diverse sounds are mingled together, the natural tempera
ment experiences a great delight. This sort of audition is 
common to all living creatures, because the spirit is subtle, 
and there is a subtlety in sounds, so that when they are heard 
the spirit inclines to that which is homogeneous with itself. 
Physicians and those philosophers who claim to possess a 
profound knowledge of the truth have discussed this subject 
at large and have written books on musical harmony. The 
results of their invention are manifest to-day in the musical 
instruments which have been contrived for the sake of exciting 
passion and procuring amusement and pleasure, in accord with 
Satan, and so skilfully that (as the story is told) one day, 
when Is!)aq of Maw!?il 1 was playing in a garden, a nightingale, 
enraptured with the music, broke off its song in order to listen, 
and dropped dead from the bough. I have heard many tales 
of this kind, but my only purpose is to mention the theory that 
~ents of all li~ creatures are com'posed of sounds. 
and melodies blended and harmonized. Ibrahf~liKhawwa!? says: 
""Once I came to an Arab tribe and alighted 'at the hospitable 
abode of one of their chiefs. I saw a negro lying, shackled and 
chaineq, at the tent door in the heat of the sun. I f~lt pity for 
him and resolved to intercede with the chief on his behalf. 
When food was brought for my entertainment I refused to eat, 
knowing that nothing grieves an Arab more than this. The 

I Aghdnl, 5, 52- 131. 
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a great calamity to religion that the Imam should have made 
lawful an amusement which is the root of all immorality." "If 
you do not hold it to be lawful," said he, " why do you practise 
it? " I answered: "Its lawfulness depends on circumstances 
and cannot be asserted absolutely: if audition produces a lawful 
effect on the mind, then it is lawful; it is unlawful if the effect 
is unlawful, and permissible if the effect is permissible." 

eftapter Oil tfle Principles of A uditio1Z. 

You must know that the principles of audition vary with the 
variety of temperaments, just as there are different desires in 
various hearts, and it is tyranny to lay down one law for all. 
Auditors (1llustami'an) may be divided into two classes: (I) those 
who hear the spiritual meaning, (2) those who hear the material 
sound. There are good and evil results in each case. Listening 
to sweet sounds produces an effervescence (gflala),an) of the 

Substance moulded in Man: true (?laqq) if the substance be 
true, false (balil) if the substance be false. ~ the stuff of 

, a man's telllPerament is evil, that which he hears wllI be evil 
too. The whole of this topic is illustrated by the story of 

-r:>avid, whom God made His vicegerent and gave him a sweet 
voice and caused his throat to be a melodious pipe, so that 
wild beasts and birds came from mountain and plain to hear 

him, and the water ceased to flow and the birds fell from the 
all'. It is related that during a month's space the people who 
were gathered round him in the desert ate no food, and the 

children neither wept nor asked for milk; and whenever the 

folk departed it was found that many had died of the rapture 
that seized them as they listened to his voice: one time, it is 
said, the tale of the dead amounted to seven hundred maidens 
and twelve thousand old men. Then God, wishing to separate 
those who listened to the voice and followed their temperament 

from the followers of the truth (altl-i !laqq) who listened to the 
spiritual reality, permitted Iblis to work his will and display 

his wiles. IbUs fashioned a mandoline and a flute and took 
up a station opposite to the place where David was singing. 
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David's audience became divided into two parties: the blest and 
the damned. Those who were destined to damnation lent ear 
to the music of Iblis, while those who were destined to felicity 
remained listening to the voice of David. The spiritualists 
(a1tl·z' lIla'm; were conscious of nothing except David's voice, 
for they saw God alone; · if they heard the Devil's music, they 
regarded it as a temptation proceeding from God, and if they 
heard David's voice, they recognized it as being a direction from 
God; whe~efore they abandoned all things that are merely 
subsidiary and saw both right and wrong as they really are. 
When a man has audition of this kind, whatever he hears is 
lawful to him. Some impostors, however, say that their audition 
is contrary to the reality. This is absurd, for the perfection of 
saintship consists in seeing everything as it really is, that the 
vision may. be right; if you see otherwise, the vision is wrong. 

' The Apostle said: "0 God, let us see things as they are." 
Similarly, right audition consists in hearing everything as it is, 
in quality and predicame~ .. The reason why men are seduced 

'and their passions excited by musical instruments is that they 
hear unreally: if their audition corresponded with the realUy , 
they would escape from all evil consequences. The people of 
error heard the word of God, and their error waxed greater 
than before. Some of them quoted " The qes attain not unto 
Hz'm" (Kor. vi, 103) as a demonstration that there shall be no 
vision of God; some cited "Then He settled Himself Ott the 
throne" (Kor. y ii, 52) to prove that position and direction may 
be affirmed of Him; and some argued that God actually 
" comes ", since He has said, "A TId tllY Lord shall comealld 
the angels milk by rank" (Kor. lxxxix, 23). Inasmuch as error 
was implanted in their minds, it profited them nothing to hear 
the Word of God. The Unitarian, on the other hand, when 
he peruses a poem, regards the Creator of the poet's nature 
and the Disposer of his thoughts, and drawing an admonition 
therefrom, sees in the act an evidence of the Agent. Thus he 
finds the right way even in falsehood, while those whom we have 
mentioned above lose the way in the midst of truth. 






